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Abstract
A descent algebra is a subalgebra of tlie group algebra of a Coxeter group. They were first defined 
over a field of characteristic zero. In this thesis, the main areas of research to be addressed are:
1. The formulation of a rule for multiplying two elements of descent algebra of tlie Coxeter 
groups of type D,
2. The identification of properties exhibited by descent algebras over a field of prime chaiacter- 
istic.
In addressing tlie first, a framework which exploits tlie specific properties of Coxeter groups is set 
up. Witli this framework, a new justification is given for existing rules for multiplying together two 
elements in the descent algebras of the Coxeter groups of type A and B. This framework is tlieii 
used to derive a new multiplication rule for the descent algebra of tlie Coxeter groups of type D.
To address the second, a descent algebra over a field of prime characteristic, p, is defined. A homo­
morphism into tlie algebra of generalised p-modular characters is tlien described. This homomorph­
ism is tlien used to obtain tlie radical, and allows the irreducible modules of the descent algebra to 
be determined.
Results from tlie two areas addressed are tlien exploited to give an explicit description of the radical 
of tlie descent algebra of tlie symmetric groups, over a finite field. In tliis instance, tlie iiilpotency 
index of tlie radical and the ineducible representations are also described. Similarly, tlie descent 
algebra of the hyperoctaliedral groups, over a finite field, has its radical, iiilpotency index, and ine- 
ducible representations explicitly determined.
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Notation
ajicL tlie coefficient of A l in A j  A/<-
ôj/cL o,jKL mod p
B{t) the border sum of a template, t
B \ X j  such that J  and A correspond
B \  Bxo X 5ai X S\^ X . , .
B \ Pi{Bx)
c j a Coxeter element of W j
Cl  {A |A  i- n ,  A l =  1 }
Cn {A|A n, Al > 2}
Cn {A |^A n, Al >  2}
{A|A m <  n — 2}
C(n) CiUCnU c;, U C<n
Dxa X 5 a i  X S'As X . . .
s  tlie edge set of J
Tp a field of characteristic p
Gi all graphs such tliat 1 E but 2 ^  J i
Gn all graphs such tliat 1,2 E J i
G'n all graphs such tliat- 1 ,2  e  J i
G<n all graphs such tliat - 1 ,1  G jTo
G{n) GlUGnUG'nUG<n
Gw  tlie ring of all integral combinations of permutation characters of W
G{W^p) the characters of Gw  with character values reduced mod p
J  tlie graph of J
J  a tlie image of J  under <r
Ji(T tlie image of J, under a
Ji tlie Ï-Ü1 node set of J
J  C\K tlie graph whose edges aie tliose present in both J  and K
J  a subset of S
l{a) lengtli of cr
N  the set a group acts on, and tlie node set of J
Nw  ( W j ) tlie normaliser of W j in W
p a fixed prime
racl(/) the radical of /
r(i) tlie reading word of i
Si tlie i-tii group generator in S
S  a set of group generators
VI
S \  S \ ,  X iS ^ a  X . . .
t  a template
ti tlie multiplicity of i in a given composition
Ti tlie set of compositions witli i or more components
V {i,j)  the set of compositions with at least i +  2j  components,witli at least
j  components greater than 1 
Wj- a certain direct product of all taken in order
yVji tlie group of all permutations that fix all nodes outside Ji
W  a Coxeter group
W j the subgroup of W  generated by J
X j  p i{X j)
X j  tlie set of left coset representatives of W j of minimal lengtli
X f  ^  tlie set of right coset representatives of W j of minimal lengtli
yi j a generic template entry
the sum of all yij in a template, t  
z  a matiix
Zij a generic mati ix or template entry
Zw  the ideal consisting of all integral combinations of basis elements of T,w
tlie set of matrices or templates associated witli the product B^
C tlie map from double coset representatives to matrices
$ tlie homomoiphism from Zw  to Gw
A a composition
Aj the 7-th component of A
Ao n — m for compositions of m < n
pi map from Zw  to E(tV, p)
p2 map from Gw  to G(PV, p)
a  a group element
Epy tlie descent algebra of W
E ( PV, p) tlie p-modular descent algebra of W
<j) tlie homomorphism from E ( W, p) to G ( W, p)
XJ tlie permutation character of W j
Xj (<r) value of XJ on a
'ip automorphism that conjugates generators in by ( -1 ,1 )
«  contains tlie same components as
by summing certain components can be made into 




“Witli tliese dark words begins my tale” 
-  W. Wordsworth, Force of Prayer
Ai'eas of mathematics that display great elegance have always been a source of fascination and in­
spiration to those in the subject. Descent algebras are no exception. From their introduction by 
Solomon, in 1976, [Sol76], they have held the attention of many mathematicians around tlie globe 
witli tlieir intricate nature (for example [Eti84],[BBHT92],[BL96b], [BL96a], [MR95b],[AvW97]). 
This interest has been most notable over tlie past five years, during which it has emerged that not only 
is tliis an area of great beauty, but also a bridge linking many matliematical fields, including group 
tlieory, combinatorics, character tlieory, homology, and Lie algebras. Initially, however, progress 
in this area was impeded by tlieir somewhat complex description [Sol76], Before we give this de­
scription, since descent algebras are associative, let us recall some fundamental tlieory of associative 
algebras, [CR62], [Bur93].
An associative algebra, A, is an associative ring, with a vector space structure. We say that A is 
semisimple if the only nilpotent two-sided ideal is the zero ideal. Associative algebras aie studied by 
way of their modules.
Definition 1 A module is said to be irreducible if it contains no proper submodule.
Definition 2 A module is said to be indecomposable if it cannot be written as the direct sum of two 
or more proper submodules.
Modules for an associative algebra A are closely related to representations of A. If M  is an A- 
module, tlien the associated representation is given by; for all a € A, y>(a.) is tlie linear transform­
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ation on M  given by
<p(a)(m) =  ma,
where m belongs to M . Similarly representations of A give rise to A-modules. A module which is 
irreducible (or indecomposable) gives rise to a representation which is also tenned ineducible (or 
indecomposable).
Lemma 1 If A is semisimple, then the irreducible and indecomposable modules of A coincide.
Unfortunately descent algebras are not semisimple so it is important to distinguish the indecompos­
able modules from tlie irreducible modules.
Definition 3 The radical of A, denoted by rad (A), is the unique maximal nilpotent two-sided ideal 
in A. The iiilpotency index racl(A) is the smallest Ar G U such that (rad(A))'' =  0.
The radical of A is an important ideal of A, and knowledge of it is useful, since the factor ring 
A /rad (A) has tlie following property.
Lemma 2  A /rad(A) is semisimple.
Finally we recall that every associative algebra A can be written as a direct sum
A =  6\A  0  e^A 0  eg A 0  . . .  (1.1)
where ei, 6 2 , ea ,. . .  ai'e idempotents, =  1 , tlie idempotents are ortliogonal (e  ^ =  0 if * j),
and tlie idempotents are minimal (no e,- is a sum of ortliogonal idempotents). In the direct sum 
( 1.1) each 6 , A is an indecomposable A-module, called a principal indecomposable module, and it 
detennines, and is determined by the irreducible A-module e, A/e,’rad(A). In tliis way a one-to-one 
coiTespondence between principal indecomposable, and irreducible modules is established.
Descent algebras are defined from Coxeter groups, and so we now review some background tlieory 
of Coxeter groups.
The general theory of geometrical groups, that is groups of traiisfonnations of a plane, or space, 
was developed in tlie late 19tli century by Schwarz [Scli73], Klein, von Dyck [vD82], and Poincaié. 
This was built upon by Goursat in 1889, [Gou89], who enumerated all finite reflection groups that 
exist in four dimensional Euclidean space. Little more was achieved concerning finite reflection 
groups until 1928, when Cartaii considered the n-dimensional scenario in [Car28]. In this work 
he put forwaid tlie n-dimensional finite reflection groups tliat he had calculated, which were tlien 
proved by Coxeter to be an exhaustive list in 1934, [Cox34]. From here on, tlie set of all finite 
reflection groups became known as Coxeter groups, altliough tlie sufficiency of tlie abstract relations
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given below was proved by Witt in 1941, [Wit41], and tlie use of graphs was a tool of both Witt and 
Dynkin, as well as Coxeter (for more details consult tlie historical remarks in [Cox63]). Since tlieir 
enumeration, Coxeter groups have been a valuable asset in many areas, most notably semisimple 
Lie theory (see [Bou68]), and tlie classification of finite simple groups (see [Goi‘94]). However, it is 
tlieir role in the generation of descent algebras that we are interested in.
Let W be a group with generating set S.  For all s,-, s,- in S, let m{si,  sj) denote the order of SiSj in 
W.  We say that IT is a Coxeter group if W  is subject only to the set of relations
for all Si,sj  in S, where m(s,-,s,) =  1 and m{si , s j )  =  m{sj , s i )  >  2 for Si ^  sj in S. To 
furtlier clarify tlie concept of a Coxeter group, let IT be a finite irreducible Coxeter group, that is W  
cannot be written as a direct product of otlier Coxeter groups, and let S  contain n generators. If an 
undirected graph, G, is drawn witli S  as its vertex set, with a single edge between nodes s,- and Sj if 
m {si, Sj) =  3, a double edge if m {si, Sj) =  4, a triple edge if m {si, Sj) — 6, and an edge labelled 
^  {1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,6 ) if m {si, sj) =  k, then G will always be one of tlie following types of graph
A , n>0 m ------------a  a --------------- a G,n=2
D.n>! a '  ........  a ----------- #  ^  H,n=2,3,4^— I---- ^
R  n=6,7.8
I,n=2
Each element, tu, in IT can be written as a product of generators, the smallest number of which is 
called tlie length of w, and is denoted by l{w).  For geometrical reasons tlie elements of S  are called 
fundamental reflections (for a more detailed exposition on Coxeter groups, consult [Hum90]).
Let IT be a Coxeter group, witli generating set S, of fundamental reflections. If J  is any subset of S, 
let ITj be tlie subgroup generated by J. Let X j  be tlie unique set of minimal length representatives 
of tlie left cosets of Wj  in W.  Note tliat Xf^ — {rn“ |^æ €  ATj} is tlie unique set of minimal length 
representatives for the right cosets of W j . Then tlie following theorem holds.
Theorem 1 (Solomon) For eveiy subset K  of S, let
Xk  ~  'Yh
<7£Xk
Then for subsets J and K  in S
Xj Xk  =  a j K i X i
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where a j K i  is the number o f elements x € XJ^ H X k  such that x~^Wjx  n  Wk  =  Wl , with 
L — x~^ Jx K .
From this it follows that the set of all Xk  is a basis for an algebra, , over tlie field of rationals 
with integer structure constants aj/ci,. It was this set of algebras, one for each Coxeter group W, 
tliat came to be known collectively as tlie descent algebras of Coxeter groups.
After this initial description in 1976, little more was achieved, until 1984, when Etienne, [Eti84], 
proved a result from which the existence of the descent algebra of the Coxeter groups of type A, 
or tlie symmetric groups, could be deduced. This was followed by Atkinson in 1985 who reproved 
Theorem 1 using yet another approach, [Atk86]. 1985 also saw a simple proof of Theorem 1 pro­
duced by Gai sia and Remmel for tlie case of tlie symmetric groups. Section 5 [GR85]. However, 
tliis time tlie proof had implications. By their clever use of shuffle products in their proof, Garsia 
and Remmel showed how the structure constants ajKL given in Theorem 1 could be obtained from 
matrices. More precisely, ajKL is the number of matrices whose matrix entries satisfy various con­
ditions related to J, K  and L. This was one of tlie first instances of what we shall therefore call 
a “matrix inteipretation” of Theorem 1, and it was tliis interpretation that was to start a revival of 
interest in tlie subject, by making it more accessible to manipulation.
Indeed, it was only four years before an extensive paper by Garsia and Reutenauer was published, 
revealing much of tlie underlying str ucture of tlie descent algebra of tlie symmetric groups laid bare 
by tlie matiix interpretation. It was also at tliis point tliat tlie term “descent algebra” was coined, 
since each of the summands, cr, of a given X k  satisfies
> (*4-ir
for all i belonging to a certain fixed set of integers. Alternatively, the ordered list -
1)*^ ) (z 4-1)°^,...] is hai'dly ever stilctly increasing, and tlie sequence of list values decreases, 
or “descends” in specific places. Otlier results in tliis paper included how the descent algebra of 
tlie symmetric groups acts on Lie monomials, and an explicit description of tlie radical (Section
2). In addition, a complete set of indecomposable representations of the descent algebra, a basis of 
idempotents, and a natural basis of nilpotent elements for the radical were also identified. In 1991, 
tliese properties were added to by Atkinson, [Atk92], whose results included the construction of tlie 
ineducible representations of tliis descent algebra, and the iiilpotency index of the radical.
1992 brought a shift in focus within tlie subject, as efforts were concentrated on investigating tlie 
descent algebras of otlier Coxeter groups. In particular, the descent algebra of the Coxeter groups 
of type B,  or the hyperoctahedral groups, was studied in detail in [BB92a], and [Bei92]. In tlie 
first of tliese works, die Bergeron brothers introduced a matrix interpretation, in tlie style of Garsia 
and Reimnel, for tliis family of descent algebras. In tlie second, by again extending previous work
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done, tliis time by Garsia and Reutenauer, tliey derived a set of minimal idempotents (Section 2), 
and a basis of nilpotent elements for tlie radical. Their work on idempotents was furtlier extended 
in [BB92b], in which they were used to obtain an analogue of tlie Stirling numbers of tlie first 
kind. With the help of the computing package MAPLE, 1992 also saw a unification of work on 
tlie multiplicative structure of the descent algebras studied in detail so far, [BB92c]. Moreover, in 
[BBHT92], an understanding of the multiplicative structure of other descent algebras, including a 
complete decomposition of tlie descent algebra of tlie Coxeter groups of type I, or dihedral groups 
was realised, as was a basis of minimal idempotents for tlie descent algebra of any Coxeter group, 
lifted from the parabolic Burnside ring into the descent algebra (Section 7). More recently interest 
has turned away from the core subject of descent algebras, to work related to the area, for example, 
tlie use of descent algebras witli non-commutative symmetric functions ([GKL+95], [Ung95]); tlie 
extension of descent algebras to Hochschild homology ([Ber95a], [Bei95b]); tlie Fourier-transform 
of descent algebras ([BF95]); tlie dual of a descent algebra ([MR95a]; and tlie advent of two other 
descent algebras: an analogous commutative “descent algebra” ([Cel95a], [Cel95b]), and tlie descent 
algebra of a bi-algebra ([Pat94]). However, tliere are still two key questions to be answered.
1. Is tliere a convenient way to multiply elements in tlie descent algebra of tlie Coxeter groups of 
type D?
2. How does tlie structure of a given descent algebra change when tlie underlying field is of prime 
characteristic, p?
These are precisely tlie questions we intend to address in tlie following chapters.
In Chapter 2 we begin by reproving tlie existence of a matrix interpretation of tlie multiplication rule 
for tlie descent algebra of tlie symmetric groups, by combining graph theory and group theory. This 
approach, distinct from any otlier used to prove this result, is tlien built upon, enabling us to obtain 
tlie analogous interpretation of tlie multiplication rule for tlie descent algebra of the hyperoctaliedral 
groups. From tliis point we extend our approach once more, and in doing so, derive a matrix inter­
pretation of tlie multiplication rule for tlie descent algebra of tlie Coxeter groups of type D in tlie 
style of tlie well known interpretations developed earlier in tlie chapter.
To address tlie second of tliese problems, we return to Solomon’s Theorem in tlie form seen eailier, 
and define tlie descent algebra over a field of prime characteristic, p. Since tlie results in Solomon’s 
paper, [Sol76], fonned a base from which tlie subject grew, we proceed to derive results analogous 
to those found in his 1976 paper, in an attempt to form a base witliin tliis area. This we do by initially 
describing a homomorphism from our new algebra, the. p-modular descent algebra of W , E{W,  p), 
into tlie ring of all integral combinations of pennutation characters of W,  whose values have been 
reduced modulo p. The homomoi-phism is tlien used to describe the radical of S(TT, p) in a manner
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similar to the description of tlie radical of Ew  in Theorem 3 [Sol76], In addition, the ineducible 
representations of E(1T, p) are also determined.
With tliis base established, we proceed to use results obtained in Chapters 2 and 3 to establish results 
analogous to those found in [GR89], [BB92a] and [Ber92] for the p-modular descent algebras of 
tlie symmetric and hyperoctahedral groups. More precisely, we use tlie matrix interpretation for the 
symmetric groups case, and our knowledge of the radical of E(1T, p) to obtain an explicit description 
of the radical for the p-modular descent algebra of the symmetric groups, and its iiilpotency index. In 
addition we are also able to describe explicitly the irreducible representations of this algebra. Using 
similar techniques, we also give a precise description of the radical, its iiilpotency index, and tlie 
iiTeducible representations of the p-modular descent algebra of the hyperoctahedral groups. In an 
appendix, we summarise our calculations which completely describe the principal indecomposable 
modules for the algebra E (/2n, p).
Chapter 2
Interpretations of Solomon’s rule
“We want to multiply, are you going to do it?” 
-  Powerstation, Some Like it Hot
The importance of a matrix interpretation of Solomon’s multiplication rule for descent algebras, 
[SoI76], is evident from the flourish of work that has been produced since tire interpretation for tlie 
symmetric groups (the Coxeter groups of type A) first became widely known, [GR89]. Since tlien, 
its ease of comprehension has made it possible to establish many results for this descent algebra, 
including its action on Lie monomials (Section 2,[GR89]), and tlie iiilpotency index of its radical 
([Atk92]).
Such success witli the symmetric groups has prompted investigations into whetlier such interpret­
ations can be found for other infinite Coxeter group families. Consequently, an interpretation has 
been developed for tlie descent algebras of the hyperoctahedral groups (tlie Coxeter groups of type 
B), [BB92a]. As yet, no formal proof of it has been published, although it is claimed in [BB92a] tliat 
the proof is analogous to tlie proof for tlie symmetric groups case seen in [GR85]. Since tliere also 
now exists a complete description of tlie multiplication table for tlie descent algebra of the dihedral 
groups ([BBHT92]), it only remains to find a matrix inteipretation for tlie Coxeter groups of type D. 
However, until now, tliere has been little success in developing such an interpretation for this infinite 
family.
In this chapter we shall give a new approach to developing tlie interpretation for the symmetric 
groups, and build upon it to justify the interpretation for tlie hyperoctaliedral groups. In doing so 
we will support tlie claim in [BB92a] tliat a proof analogous to tliat for the symmeti ic groups can 
be found for tliis case. By extending tliis approach once more, we shall conclude by formulating tlie 
missing matrix interpretation for tlie Coxeter groups of type D. At this stage, however, we describe
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our approach in general terms to show tliat there is indeed a general framework. Subsequent sections 
will tlien give tlie details which distinguish the three types A, B, and D.
For our group W, we begin by choosing tlie set of generators, S, to be a set of permutations that act 
on a set N . For a subset J  of S, we define the graph J  =  (V, S) as follows. The vertex set V =  N, 
and tlie edge set S consists of edges between i and j ,  if a generator in J  switches i and j .  In general 
we shall use roman capitals J, K , . . .  for subsets of S, and tlieir calligraphic counterparts ..
for their associated graphs.
We then identify the node set of each connected component of J  and order these sets by their least 
element in tlie natural way. We label these node sets Ji, where the value of i is determined by a 
simple algorithm dependent on W . The ordered representation of J  is then defined as the ordered 
list of all Ji taken in tlie natural order, tliat is if Ji appears in tlie list before Jk then i < h .  We then 
introduce compositions A =  [Ai, . . . ,  A*] of n, where a composition is defined as follows.
Definition 4 A composition of some non-negative integer, n, is an ordered list of positive integers 
whose sum is n. We denote this by A G n.
The value of n will be \N\, or A |# | depending on W,  and in the latter case we introduce otlier 
compositions too, including compositions of m <  n. In this case if A 1= m, then Ao denotes n — m.  
It tianspires tliat compositions of various forms correspond naturally witli subsets of S, and tliat if A 
is a composition that corresponds to a subset J, then tlie isomorphism type of Wj  can be described 
by a group WA in all cases we wish to study.
Taking J and K  to be any subsets of S, and x. G W,  we let J x  denote the image of the graph J  
under x; that is , j®) is an edge in J x  if and only if {i , j)  is an edge in J . We let J  C\K. he tlie 
graph witli vertex set N  whose edges are tliose present in botli J  and K. From here we show tliat 
each node set JiX D ICj gives us a connected component of J x  fi K, and determine the order in 
which tliese node sets must be taken to yield tlie ordered representation of J x  n  K.
Having done tliis we are able to place all tlie values \JiX n  Kj | into a matiix such that when the non­
zero entiles are read by row, we obtain a composition, rj, such tliat is isomorphic to ITg-i j.pn/r. 
By observing that each matiix corresponds to some x G XJ^ D X k , and changing X j to Bx, where 
J  and A conespond, we can restate Solomon’s Theorem in terms of basis elements Bx, and matiices; 
tliat is anive at a matrix interpretation.
Witli tliis metliod in mind, we shall begin by recalling a version Solomon’s Theorem, from which 
we will develop each interpretation:
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For eveiy subset K  of S, let
Xk  =  (T.
oÇ,Xt<
Then for subsets J and K  in S
Aj Ak  — ^  ^
xexpnXK
We observe tliat to get the original fonn seen in Chapter 1, we just group togetlier tlie summands for 
each fixed L =  x~^Jx n K.
2.1 The rule for the symmetric groups
Let us take W  to be tlie symmetric group Sn, that is tlie Coxeter group of type A whose graph is 
on 77 ~ 1 nodes. Then we can take N  =  7%}, and S  to be the set of 77 -  1 transpositions
S i, «2 ) . • ■ , Sn~i, where s, =  (i, i +  1).
If J  is a subset of S, tlien the graph J  — {N,€)  ol  J has vertex set { ! , . . .  , 77.}, and edge set 
£  =  {(i, 7 +  1) G J} . Suppose now that J  has r connected components. A node set is associated 
with each component, and we can order these sets by tlieir least elements in a natural way. Once 
ordered, we can label them J i , . . . , Jr  such that 1 G J i ,  and define the ordered representation of 
J  to be tlie ordered list
(tTl I • • • ) v7r ) •
Note tliat if u e  Ji  and v e  Jj ,  and i < j ,  then u < v.
Example 1 In % . If J  =  {(2,3), (3,4), (7,8)}, then J  is
•  #— #— 0 0 0 0— 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
witli
J i  =  { l } , j 2 =  { 2 ,S ,4 } ,j3 = { 5 } ,j4  =  {6},Js =  {7 ,8 } ,Js  =  {9}.
The ordered representation of J" is
({1},{2,3,4},{5},{6},{7,8},{9}).
Let us define Wjr. to be the subgroup of Sn that fixes all points outside of J i ,  and
W j  =  W j - ,  X . . .  X W j ^ .
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Observe tliat W j  =  Wj .  If we let A be a composition of n, with components {Aj}i=i, and define
S \  =  X .. .X 
tlien S \  ^  W j ,  where the node sets J  of J  satisfy
\Ji\ =  Xi. (2.1)
Moreover, S \  is equal to W j  if Sx^  is regarded as tlie symmetric group on tlie points of J,-.
The ordered representation o i J x C \ K ,  where x G X f  D X k , is given by tlie following lemma.
Lemma 3 Let J and K  be subsets ofS,  and let x G X f  n  X k > Let the ordered representation of 
J  be { J i , . . . ,  Jr), and fC be [ K i , . . .  , /C,). Then the ordered representation o f j x  n  K. is
{J\x  n /C l,4/ 2® /C l,. . . ,  o /C l, j \ x  n  JC2 , J ’lX n  /C2 . . . ,  Jrx. n /c ,)
with empty sets removed.
Proof To prove tliat
{J\x  n /C l, J 2 ^ o /C l , . . . ,  o /C l, j \ x n/C 2 ,cTb®n/C2 . . , cTj-.'c n/Cg)
is the ordered representation of J z  n  /C, it is sufficient to prove tlie following two statements
1. The elements of each set are less tlian those that appear in any set later in the list.
2. Each non-empty set of nodes JqX fi Km is indeed tlie node set of a connected component of 
J x C \ K .
To prove tlie first statement we must show that
1. The elements in JqX n  Km are less than tliose in JqX n  /C,n+i.
2. The elements in JqX n  Km are less than tliose in Jg+iæ n  /Cm.
The first of tliese two cases follows immediately, since all nodes in Km are less than those in /Cm+r 
by definition.
To prove tlie second we need only show tliat if tlie node i G JqX n  Km and j  G Jqj^\x n  Km.,
then i <  j .  To do this we shall first prove tliat all nodes in Km appear in increasing order in tlie list
From tlie definition of X k  as a set of minimal lengtli coset representatives, it follows that if x E X k  
tlien l{xk) >  l{x) for all k G K.  Alteniatively, we can say that if æ G X k  tlien l{kx~^) >  l{x~^)
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for all b e  K.  In Sn, l(x) is tlie number of inversions in x, tliat is tlie number of h < I for which 
<  b® (Section 1.6, [Hum90]). Hence it follows tliat for all k =  (b, b +  1) G /f  we have 
b®  ^ < (b 4- 1)® \  since kx~^, differ only in the reversing of b and b +  1. From tliis we can 
deduce that b, b +  1 appear in increasing order in the list
(l®2='...n®).
It follows that all tlie nodes in Km appear in increasing order in (1®2® . . .  77®). Now suppose that 
i G JqX n  Km, j  G Jq+ix  H Km> Then 7®~* ~  u E Jq, and =  u G CTg+i. It follows that 
u < V, and so n® appears before v® in (1®2® . . .  77®). However, 77® =  i and u® =  j ,  and since we 
know tliat the nodes of Km appear in increasing order in (1®2® . . .  77®), it follows that i < j.
The second statement will follow if we can prove tlie following assertions.
1. The sets JqX n  Km aie all disjoint.
2. No edge in J x  H K connects nodes in different subsets JqX n  Km and Jq> x n  Km' •
3. For every i, % 4-1 G JqX fi Km, an edge exists in J x H K  between i, 7 4-1.
Again, tlie first assertion follows since all Jq and K„i aie disjoint and x is a bijection from N  to 
itself.
To prove the second assertion, let (u, v) be an edge in J x  n  K,  such tliat « G JqX n  Km and 
V E Jq'x n  Km>- We know that Jq and Jq> are node sets of connected components of JT, so JqX 
and Jq'X must be node sets of connected components of J x .  Hence, q =  q'. Similarly, Km and 
Km> aie node sets of connected components of K, and so 777 =  m!.
For tlie tliird assertion, let 7,7 4-1  G JqX n  Km and let 7®”  ^ =  u, and (7 4- 1)®"  ^ =  u 4- /. Since 
we know from the proof of statement 1 case 2 tliat all 7 G Km appear" in increasing order in the 
list (1®2® .. . 77.®), we can deduce tliat 1 > 1. From tlie proof of statement 1 case 2 we can also 
deduce tliat because X f  is defined as a set of minimal lengtli right coset representatives, we have 
tliat u® <  (v 4-1)® for all (v, v 4-1) G J .
Therefore, since ii,u +1  E Jq, we have that u +  k E Jq for k =  0 , . . .  ,l such that
77® < (u 4-1)® < . . .  <  (w 4- / -  1)® < (77 4- /)®.
However, ti® =  7, (77 4- /)® =  7 4-1, so it follows tliat / =  1, and so, by definition (77,77 4- /) is an edge 
in J . Therefore, since 77® =  7 and (77 4- /)® =  7 4-1, it follows that (7,7 4-1) is an edge in J x  n  K,  
and we are done. □
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As a consequence of Lemma 2 [Sol76], and Lemma 3
X~ ^  W j  X n  W k  ~  Wai-iJxnK 
~  VVj-ain/c 
=  W j^ i^n /C i X . . .  X
=  [x~^Wj,^xC\  W x i i )  X . . .  X {x~^ Wj^x  n  L V / c J  
— (ar“ ^5'A iæ  n  X . . .  X {x~^S\^x  f l  Sp ,)
where A and p are suitable compositions of n determined by J, K  respectively, according to condi­
tion (2.1). Note tliat tlie final isomorphism symbol is an equality if æ~^5A,æ 0  is regarded as 
tlie group of permutations on J x  n  ICj.
Let
j — j Jix  Pi a .  j j
tlien, by Theorem 1.3.10 [.TK81], we have a bijective mapping
C : æ M - ( z i j )
from XJ^ n  X k  into the set of s x matrices witli non-negative integer entries, z =  (z,-, ), which 
satisfy
» J
Observe that reading the non-zero entries of the matrix z by row give a composition, of n. We 
say tliat q is the reading word of z, and note that 5,, is isomorphic to IT i-i ja,n/r • We also observe 
tliat each matrix corresponds to one x e  X f  n  X k ,  given in Solomon’s Theorem. Therefore, if we 
now rename tlie basis elements such tliat Xj  becomes B \, where tlie components of A in order are 
tlie sizes of the node sets of J  taken in tlie natural order, we can recast Solomon’s Theorem in terms 
of compositions and matrices as follows.
2.1.1 The matrix interpretation
Theorem 2 For eveiy composition p. of n, let X^ he the unique set of minimal length left coset 
representatives ofSn/S^t. Let
crÇXf,
If X,p are compositions of n, then
^AB^ =  y^ B q
where the sum is over all matrices z =  (z,-, ) with non-negative integer entries that satisfy
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I* X j t  — \i>
2. Zij =  Pi.
For each matrix, z, rj is the reading word of z.
This is precisely the classical matrix interpretation of Solomon’s Tlieorem for tlie symmeti ic groups, 
for instance Proposition 1.1, [GR89].
2.2 The rule for the hyperoctahedral groups
The definition we use when W  is tlie Coxeter group of type B, Bn, is as follows. Let N  —
{ - n , . . .  , - 1 , 1, . . .  , n}, tlien Bn is tlie group generated by tlie set S  =  that acts on
N  such that s, =  (—i — 1, - i ) ( 7 ,7 + 1 ) for i 0, and sq =  (—1,1). We observe from this definition
tliat if cr E Bn then (—7)"^  =  - ( 7^ ), for all i E N.
Let J  be any subset of S, tlien tlie graph, J  — (JV, 5), of J  is tlie graph whose node set is N , and 
whose edge set is =  {(7, j)|som e generator in J  switches i and j ) .  Note from the description of 
our generators, it follows tliat if an edge joins i and j  in J ,  tlien tliere also exists an edge in J  
between - i  and ~ j.  Therefore, J  will always be a subgraph of
such tliat “vertical” components of J  are isomorphic, via the bijection on tlie nodes tliat maps node 
7 to —i.
Each connected component of J  has an associated node set, and we can order these according to 
their least elements. Once ordered, we can also label them
• * • , J . —S  J 2 ) J — 1 ,  i7 o  ) J [ ,  J 2  Ï J s  • ' •
in a natural way such that
1. I f —1 and 1 are contained in tlie same component, tlien we label tliat component J .
2. Otlierwise we label tlie components Ji , i f^  0, such tliat I E and then set Jq =  {}.
We tlien define tlie ordered representation of J  to be the ordered list
( . « • , J — 3 , J — 2 ) J  1 , JCi , J 1 ) J'i , Ja • • ♦ ) •
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Observe tliat i f —1 and 1 do not belong to tlie same connected component tlien J q — { ] ,  that is one 
entiy in the ordered representation of J  may be the empty set. Also observe that since tlie vertical 
components of J  are isomoiphic, by our labelling we have tliat |i7-i| =  |l7î |.
Define W j, to be the group of all permutations on N  tliat fix all points outside J ,  and W j  to be 
the subgroup of
. . .  X X Wy_i X Wjo X W ji  X yVjs X ■ ■ ■
such that if e  W j  then (—7)^ =  - ( 7'’ ) for all i €  N. We shall write |g to denote tliis, that is
W j  =  ( . . .  X X W j - _ ,  X W j o  X X VV^2 X . .  . ) | g
and note tliat W j =  W j .
Now let us consider tlie set of compositions {A|A f= m, m <  n}. Define
B \  — Bfi — rn X 5"aj X . . .  X S \^ .
=  B a o  X B a i  X . . .  X Ba^
where A t= jt?. < n, with components {A, }f_i. Note tliat when m =  0, A is the empty composition,
which we shall denote by [ ]. Recall tliat Bq is the trivial group, and Bi ~  Bg. Let us also note that
B \  =  B n - m  X B a i  X . . .  X Ba^.
-  X . . .  X W jJiB
=  W j
where the node sets J  of J  satisfy the conditions
\J -i\ ~ \ J i \  =  At fo r7 >  0, ^iJol =  Xq =  n — m. (2.2)
Definition 5 Let a  E then b[a), is the value of the sum
E  1 -  E ' ' .0<i<j<n !<*'<«t"<0
Theorem 3 If a E Bn, then l{cr) =  b{a).
P ro o f  We can prove tliat/(cr) < b{a) by an induction on 6(cr). Clearly tlie inequality holds when 
6(cr) =  0, since then cr is tlie identity pennutation. Let 6(cr) > 0, tlien we can find s e  B such that 
6(s(t) <  b(a-) since
• Suppose tliat 1^, 2 ^ , . . .  , is not increasing, tlien tliere exists an 7 E {1, 2 , . . .  , 77 — 1} such 
tliat >  (7 +  1)^, and so 6(s,(r) <  b{cr).
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• Suppose tliat that 1^,2^, . . .  , is increasing, tlien as b{a) >  0 it follows tliat I"' is negative, 
and b{soa) <  b{cr).
Therefore, by our inductive hypoÜîesis/(scr) <  b{sa) < b{a) ,md so l{(r) <  /(s<r) +  1 < b{<r).
We can also prove tliat b{a) < l{a),  and therefore our result, by an induction on /(<r). The inequality 
holds when l{a) — 0 since in this case a is the identity permutation. For /(<r) >  0, let a =  
•Silvia. • -Sifc» where /(cr) =  k, and Si. e  5  for all i  =  1 , ..  Then l(crsi^) =  /((t) -  1. By 
induction, b{crsi^) <  l{crsi )^, however, since each s,- €  S eitlier switches 1 and —i, ~i  — 1, or 
switches —1 and l,it follows tliat b{<rsi^ , ) =  6(<r) ±  1. Therefore,
6(<r) <  6(<rs,-J +  1 <  l{crsi,.) +  1 =  l{cr)
This concludes our second inductive proof. □
We can now describe tlie ordered representation of J x DK. ,  for x e  XJ^ O X k .
Lemma 4 Let J and K  be subsets of S, and let x e  XJ^ n  X k . If the ordered representation of 
J  is { J - r , • • • , v7o, • • • yJr)> andK is (/C_s, . . .  ,/Co,. . .  , /C*). Then the ordered representation of 
J x d X  is
O /C — s , ^ /C— 5 , . . . , ^ 13^ n  /C—. 5 , ff  3? O /C—.5 , . . . , .7Î O )
with empty sets, apart from J qx n  /Co if empty, removed.
Proof As witli tlie previous section, our result will follow if we can show that in
( f f »c Pi /C—s , CT— f*-|-1 *3/ Pi /C—g,. * * , if  13) Pi X —ÿ J if— f 37 Pi /C— , » *. , cT;' Pi ^ ^
tlie following statements hold
1. A node in any set is less titan any node belonging to any otlier set tliat appears later in the list.
2. Each non-empty set JqX Pi /Cm in the list is the node set of a connected component of J x  Pi K..
The first statement will follow if we can show tliat
1. If i e  JqX PI /Cm and j  € JqX PI /Cm+i, tlien i < j .
2. If i e  JqX PI /Cm and j  6 Jq+i 37 Pi /Cm, tlien i <  j .
Clearly tlie first case holds since all nodes in /Cm are less than tliose in /Cm+i by definition.
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To prove the second case, we need to show that all nodes in fCm appear in increasing order in
( ( - n f  . . . ( - I f  l^ ...n^ -).
By die definition of X k  as a set of minimal length coset representatives, it follows tliat if x £ X k  
then l{xk) > l{x), and hence l{kx~'^) >  for all k £ K . However, by Theorem 3, in Bn,
l{x) =  b{x). Therefore, if =  {—h — 1, —h){h, h +  l ) ,h > 0, then
since kx~^,x~^ differ only in the inverting of —A — 1 and ~h;h  and A +  1. Hence h, h -f 1 appear 
in increasing order in ((—n)® . . .  (—l) “'l® .. .n®). II k ~  (—1,1), tlieii kx~^, differ only in 
tlie inverting of —1 and 1, so —1 and 1 appear in increasing order in ((—n)'“ . . .  . . .  n '^).
Therefore, we can conclude that tlie nodes of Xm appear in increasing order in
( ( - » f  . . . ( - I f  r  . . . n' ) .
Let  ^ — u £ Jq, and f   ^ =  d e  Jq+i,  By definition u < v, and so w*’ appears before u" in 
((—n)® . . .  (— .. .n®). Since we also know tliat tlie nodes of/Cm appeal' in increasing order in 
tiiis list, it follows that i <  j .
The second statement will follow if we can show that tlie following assertions hold.
1. The sets JqX n  /Cm ai'e disjoint,
2. No edge of J x  fi /C connects two nodes in two different sets, JqX n  /Cm and Jqi x n  /Cm' •
3. (a) For £ JqXC\ /Cm, tliere exists an edge between i and i +  1 in J x  n  /C.
(b) I f —1,1 € J qX n  /Co, then there exists an edge between - 1  and 1 in J x  n  /C.
The first assertion holds since all tlie Jq and /Cm are disjoint, and æ is a bijection of N  into itself.
For tlie second assertion, let («, v) be an edge of J x  n  /C, such that u £ JqX D /Cm and v £ 
Jq! X n  /Cm'. Since Jq and Jqi are node sets of connected components of J ,  it follows that JqX and 
Jqtx are node sets of connected components of J x ,  and q =  q\ Similaily, since /Cm and /Cm' aie 
node sets of connected components of /C, it follows that m =  m'.
The third assertion can be proved by the following. The proof of statement 1 case 2 yields tliat since 
XJ^ is a set of minimal lengtli right coset representatives of W j, then
( - i ;  -  1 ) ' < ( - u r , u '  < (u +  l)"  (2.3)
for all €  J, and (-1)=  < r  if ( -1 ,1 )  e  J .
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CASE a) Let z*''  ^ =  u, and {i +  1)®  ^ =  tt By tlie proof of statement 1 case 2, we know Uiat all
i G Xm appear in increasing order in ((—n)® . . .  (—1)®1® .. and so / > 1. Since u,u-\-l e  Jq, 
it follows that u +  k e  Jq for si lk =  Q, . . .  ,l (unless u +  k =  0). Hence, for all « +  E Jq, by
(2.3)
< ( «  +  l f  < . . . < ( «  +  / -  1)* < ( «  +  /)=".
However, u® =  /,(«  +  /)* =  z +  1, tlierefore it follows tliat / =  1, and an edge exists between z and 
z +  1 in J x  n  X.
CASE b) If — 1,1 G JqX n  Xq,  tlien for some — u e  Jo,  (—u)® =  —1, u® =  1. However, by (lie 
proof of statement 1 case 2, nodes — 1 and 1 appear in increasing order in
((-n)® ...(-1)®1® ...n®)
so ~u  <  M. By ( 2.3) and tlie comment tliat follows on ( -1 ,1 )  G J, we have tliat
(-n)®  <  ( - U + 1 ) ®  <  . . . <  (-1)® <  1® <  . . .  <  (zz -  1)® <  z/®.
However, (—zz)® =  —1, and zz® =  1, hence it follows tliat zz =  1, and an edge exists between —1
and 1 in J x  fi X.  This now proves tlie second statement. □
From Lemma 2 [Sol76] and tlie above lemma, we can now deduce that if x g  X J  ^  0  X k  , then
x~~^Wjxn Wk  =  w ^-i j^ciK 
=  WjxnK.
=  [y^J-ricr\K.-, X . . .  X
-  [{x~^yVj_^x n  Wx:_,) X . . .  X {x~'^Wj,.x n  WA-Jjjs 
=  [(« '"g ;,» : n  s - ) X . . .  X { x - ' s l x  n  S + )] |b
where A and /z aie compositions tliat correspond to J  and X via ( 2.2). The superscript -  or -f- 
on tlie symmetric group, say Sx ,^ simply denotes tliat for tlie given i >  0, Sxi acts on J„i or Ji 
respectively: for example, x~'^Sf. x n  S~. is tlie group of all permutations acting on
J _ {37 n  A. j .
Lemma 5 Let x £ X f^  D X k . Then x' £ W j x Wk: if and only if\JiX n  Xj \ =  \Jix' n  Xj\foral l  
i andj,  and x' £ Bn.
P ro o f  If 37' g yVjxWfc,  say x' =  a-xr, <r £ W j ,  r  G Wzc, tlien for each z,
Jix' — JiCrxT =  Jixr.
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so for each i, j  w e have
J ix '  n  K j  =  J i x r  n  X j  — [Jix  n  Xj]r .
Since r  is a bijection, w e have proved half tlie lemma.
Conversely, \ J i x f \ X j  \ — \Jix'  O X j  \ implies that for a fixed j ,  subsets { J i x O  X j  }, and { J i  x ‘ n  X j  } ,• 
form two dissections o f X j  into subsets which can be collected naturally into pairs o f subsets o f  equal 
order. Hence, for each j  >  0 , tliere exists a tj e  W}Cj which satisfies
\ J ix  n  Xj]Tj =  J ix '  n  X j  for all i.
Choose G Wfc. j  such that for all/z G X j ,  —h G X - j ,  {—h y-^  =  — Then since .r' G Bn,  
we know that for each j  >  0, r_j satisfies
[J ix  n  X - . j ] r - j  =  J ix '  n  X - j .
Since x' g  Bn, we  also know tliat we can choose a tq G W/Co such that for all h, —h g  X q, 
{—h y °  =  and tq satisfies
[ J i X  n  /Co]To =  J i x '  n  X q .
Witli tliis constiuction,
T =  . . .  r_2r_irorir2  . . .  G ( . . . x W a :_2 x  x  W^Co x  W/Ci x Wk..^  x  . .  . ) | g  =  Wk..
Moreover, r  satisfies
J i x r  ~  Jix'  for all i, 
so tliere exists a tr g W j  such tliat x’ =  ax r  as stated.
Let Zij =  \JiX n  Xj\.  Consider tlie map
c : æ {zij)




\  ■2’5(—r) • • ■
with non-negative integer entries tliat satisfy
s^r }
Y2i=-s  — '^ l.q > i  7^  0, Y l j  = ~r *^.7 “  P\i\ > * 7^
X/»=-s ^«0 — 2Aq, Yljzz-r ^0.7 ~  2/Zo,
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and
Z i j  —
Then C is suijective by tlie following argument. Let z  =  (2,7 ) be a mati ix such that
E L - 3  =  ^lil 7^  0 , E j  = - r  %  =  m*'!, * #  0 >
E L - 5  i^o =  2Ao, E L - r  ^0; =  2/zo,
and
Z i j  =
If we can find a cr e  Bn such that Zij =  \Jio- r\K,j \ for all i , j ,  then by Lemma 5 we can find an 
element x £  XJ^ n  X k  in tlie same double coset as cr such tliat Zij — \ J x  n  Xj  j for all i , j .  From 
tills tlie surjectivity of C will follow.
Define cr by first defining it on J i , . .. , J r  such that
\ J i C r  n  Xj \ =  Z i j
for all j .  Then by putting { ~ h y  =  — (Af ) for h £ Ji  for z =  1 ,.. . r,  and using Z{j —
we shall also have tliat \ Jicr O X j  \ =  Zij for all z < 0 and all j .  Now cr has been defined on all Ji
where z ^  0.
To define <r on Jo , we first define it so that \Jocr C\ Xj\ =  zoj for all j  >  0, and then extend tliis 
definition to all j  <  0, where we require { - h y  — —{h^) for all h G Jo* To define cr on Jo and X q, 
let Xq be tlie set of all k £ X q such tliat k >  0, and let X q be tlie set of all k £ X q such that k <Q,  
From tlie conditions E L - a  ^*0 — E L - r  “  2/zo, andz,-,- =  we can deduce
that Zoo is even. Define cr such tliat | Jqct n  X^  | =  ^zoo, aiid tlien extend this definition to X q where 
we require { ~ h y  =  ~ ( / J )  for all h £ J q. By construction <r £ B„., and so C is suijective.
By Lemma 5, we also have tliat C is injective, and so (  is a bijection from XJ^ n  X k  into the set of 
all (2 s +  1) X (2 ?’ +  1) mabices
V s^{~r)




Z g r  }
E i = - j  '^ *.7 — 3 7^  E j '= - r  •^*'.7 — * 7^  0,
E i = - s  ~  2Aq, E , = - r  O^.j =  2/Zq,
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and
Zij =
Let z  =  (zij) be tlie matrix into which x e  XJ^ fi X k  maps. We observe tliat reading die non­
zero matiix entries by row gives a composition of 2 n, with components r j - i , . .. ,rjo,. . .  where 
m  =  Zoo if Zoo 0. If Zoo =  0 then the composition has components . . .  , 77- 1, 771, . . .  , 77/ 
where 771 is tlie first non-zero matrix entry read by row after zoo- Note that with each of these 
compositions 77,- =  77-,-, since Zij =  z(_j)(_j). Also observe tliat the composition of 2n is such tliat
X . . .  X X X X . . .  X S'rj, )(fî,
or
X . . .  X X iSjjj X . . .  X
if Zoo =  0 , is isomorphic to for some composition 77 1= 77?, < n, witli components 771, . . .  77/. 
Moreover, is isomorphic to Wg-i jarnrc- hi addition, we note tliat each matrix corresponds to 
one X G X J  ^  n  X k  . Thus, if we recode the basis elements given by Solomon such that X j  now 
becomes B\,  where A is obtained from J  via ( 2.2), we may now give a matrix interpretation of 
Solomon’s Theorem for the descent algebra of Bn .
Proposition 1  ^ For every composition p of an integer m <  n, let he the unique set of minimal
length left coset representatives of Bn/B^^. Let
( 7 & X „
IfX =  [Ai, . . .  , Xr],p =  [/zi,. . .  5 /z«] are compositions of I, m < n respectively, then
B\B^  =
where the sum is over all matrices z  — (zij), where i =  —5 , . . .  , s  and j  — —r , . . .  ,r, with 
non-negative integer entries that satisfy
— "^1.71 ) 3 9^
2 . E L - *  =  2(77 -  /),
E j = —r ~  * 9^
E j= _ r  0^.7 =  2(71 -  7n),
5. Zij =  Z(_,-)(„j).
 ^U nfortunately , due  to  tlie in tersec tion  o f  standard  no ta tions, llie prolifera tion  o f  “J3”s witli d ifferen t m eanings in tliis 
proposition  is unavoidable.
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For each matrix z,  j? =  [zoi, • • • , zor, zi(_,.),. . .  , z r^], with zero entries omitted.
However, we can further simplify tliis adaptation of Solomon’s Theorem by making the following 
observation.
Let A =  [Ai, . . .  , Ar] 1= / <  77, and /z =  [ / z i , t =  m <  n, tlien in view of Proposition 1 to 
obtain rj we only need to obtain tlie matrix entries zoi, . . .  , zor, z i . ,Zgr. Therefore, it would 
be useful to reformulate conditions 1 to 4 of Proposition 1 such tliat only tliese entr ies are involved. 
This we can do using the equation zij =  z(_,)(_^)to obtain
L Zoj +  E :  = l 4" 1 3 7^  0,
2. \ zqq -f *^0 =  n -  /,
3. ZfQ +  (^ *.7 ^»(—j)) “  /■*») *
4 .  | z o o  +  E j = i  =  n -  m.
Thus, instead of using (2s -1-1) x (27’ -j-1) matr ices such that conditions 1 to 5 of Proposition 1 hold, 









1. Z o j  -f Ei=l(^»J 4" Z j ( _ j - ) )  — Xj, j  rfz 0,
2. Zoo "L E]}—1 Zjo — 7x I,
3 .  Z i o  - f  E _ 7  =  i ( ^ * ’.7 4 *  ~  P i y  * ^  0 )
4. Zoo 4- Evy=i ■^0.7’ ~  rz 777.
Now consider “templates” of the form
t  —
Z o o Z o i ZQ2 Z o r  1
y  11 V 12 • • y i r
Z lO Z i i Z 12  . Z l r
V s l V s 2  ■ y s r
\ Z s O z $ i Z j 2 ^ s r  • /
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Every partial matrix P  corresponds to a template t  by tlie correspondence
Zij -H- Zij
^  Vij
for i =  0 , 1 , . . .  ,s, j  ~  0 , 1 , ,  7’ when mapping zij, and i =  I , . .. ,s, j  =  0 ,1 , . . .  , 7- when 
mapping Our conditions on P  become
1. Z Q j  4- Yli—li^ij 4" Vij) —  A j ,  J  0,
2. Zoo 4- E L i  ■^*0 =  n —I,
3. Zjo 4" Ej=i(^*.7 4" Vij) — Pi, 7 0,
4. Zoo 4-  Ylj -I  o^j =  n - m
for t. Proposition 1 can now be furtlier simplified by being rewritten in terms of templates.
2.2,1 The matrix interpretation
Consider “templates” witli tlie following form
■ Zoo Zoi Zq2 Zor
y n y i 2 ■ yir
ZlO Z l l Zl2 . Z l r
y s i ys2 • Hsr
\ZfO Zs l Z*2 ^ s r  /
where
1. All entries in a template are non-negative integers.
2. The 7/-lines do not have entr ies in column 0.
Let the above template establish generic names for template entries.
Definition 6 We define the reading word, 7’(t), of a given template t, to be
[ z o i , Z o 2 , • . . , Z O r , y i r j . . .  , y i 2 , y i l , Z i o , Z x i , Z i 2 , . . .  , Z i r , . . . , Z ^ q , Z $ i , Z  $2
with zero entries omitted.
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Theorem 4 For every composition p of an integer m < n,let Xu he the unique set of minimal length 
left coset representatives ofEn/B^^. Let
By = <rÇ.X,i
If X, pare compositions of l ,m  < n respectively, then
=  Y^Bq
t
where the sum is over all templates t  that satisfy
1 . Z o j  +  "T ^ i j )  — \ i  ) j  7^  0 ,
2 . Ev: 0 — n I,
3. Zio 4- 4" Zij) — Pi, i ^  0,
4 .  E ) j  ^oj =  n - m .
For each template, t, 77 =  ?’(<).
This is precisely Theorem 1 in [BB92a] (which was stated tliere without proof).
2.3 The rule for the Coxeter groups of type D
In tlie last application of our framework, let us take W  to be tlie Coxeter group of type D, D„.. For 
tliis group we shall take tlie set upon which S  acts to be #  =  {—77, . . .  , —1 ,1 , . . .  , 77}, and S  to be 
tlie set U {s[} ,  where s* =  ( - 7: -  1, i 4-1), and si =  ( - 2 , 1 )(-1 , 2). Note that from
our definition of it follows tliat if a- G Dn, then
1. { - iY  = - (* '') ,  for a lii G W.
2. Tlie parity of cr is even i.e. tlie multiplicity of negative numbers in {!"■ ,... , 77'^ } is even. 
Example 2 The multiplicity of negative numbers is 2 in { —3 ,2 ,4 ,—5,6,1}.
Let J  be any subset of S. Then tlie graph J  =  (X , of J  is tlie graph with vertex set N,  and edge 
set 6: =  € J].  Observe from tliis definition that J  will always be a subgraph
of
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and tliat die vertical chains of J  are isomorphic under die bijection diat maps node i to node —i.
Example 3 We give examples of graphs associated widi which we shall use to illustrate some 
of die definitions to be made below.
1. Let J  =  { (-3 ,-2 )(2 ,3 ),(-4 ,~ 3 )(3 ,4 )} .T lien d ieg rap li, J ,  of J i s





2. Let K  — {(—2 ,1)(—1,2)}. Then die graph, /C, of K  is
-4 •  » 4
-3 • -1 •  3
' . 2
1
3. Let L =  { ( - 2 ,1 ) ( -1 ,2), ( -2 , ~ 1 )(1 ,2), ( -3 , -2 ) (2 ,3)}. Then die graph, C, of L is
-4 •  « 4
-3 -1
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4. Let M  =  { ( - 2 , - l)( l,2 ) ,( -4 ,-3 )(3 ,4 )} .T h e n tI ie g ra p h ,  A 4 ,o fM  is
-4 .  » 4-.1 , I .
-2
Each connected component of J  has an associated node set. These node sets can be ordered by their 
least elements in a natural way, and then labelled
• • ■ ) J — 3 J J~  21 J — 1 , J 3 ; J LI J 2 ) Js  • • •
using tlie following algoritlim;
1. If — 1 and 1 are contained in tlie same component, tlien we label that component Jo.
2. If —1 is not contained in tlie same component as 1, but is in the same component as 2, we 
label the components J , i  ^  0, such tliat — 1 e  J i ,  and then set Jo =  {}.
3. If 1 is not contained in the same component as -1 ,  but is in the same component as 2, we 
label tlie components J , z  9^  0 , such tliat 1 G J i ,  and tlien set Jo =  {}.
4. Otlierwise we label tlie components J  J  0, such tliat - 1  G  J _ i ,  1 G  J i ,  and then set 
Jo  =  {}•
From tliis algorithm we observe tliat if — 1 and 1 do not belong to the same component, then we 
introduce an empty node set. In addition, since tlie vertical chains of J  are isomoiphic, by our 
labelling it follows that I J I  =  | J - ,  |.
Let Q{n)  denote tlie set of all graphs defined from tlie subsets of S  in tlie manner defined above. It 
is convenient to divide (7 (77) into four disjoint classes called, for reasons which will become clear 
later, , G'n, Gn, and Gi.  Every graph of G(n)  belongs to exactly one of the classes depending on 
how its components have been labelled:
1. J  G G<n if and only if J )  9^  { }.
2. J  eGn  if and only i f - 1 ,2  G J i .
3. J  G  Gn if and only if 1,2 G  J i .
4. J  e  Gi otlierwise.
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An ordered representation of a graph J  E Ç{n) is tlien defined to be an ordered list of node sets 
of J  such tliat if i € Jq, j  €  Jt,  and Jt  appears later in the list tlian Jq, tlien i <  j  unless 
z =  1, i  =  “ 1. In addition, Jo appears between J _ i  and Ji .  From this definition, we can deduce 
tliat for all J  G the ordered representation of J  is unique, and is tlie ordered list
( • • » , J"— 3 ) J  — 2 Ï J 1, Jo ) J 1 ) J 2 ) Js • • » ) •
However, if J  G ^ i, then there aie two ordered representations of J , namely
( . . . )  J — 3,  J — 2 ) J — 1 ) Jo I J LI J 2, J 3 • • • )
and
( . . .  , J~  3 ) J — 2 ) J 11 Jo ) J — 1 ) J 2 ) J 3 * • • )
Example 4 1. Recall J ,
-4
The node sets of J , when ordered by their least elements, are
{ -4 ,-3 ,-2 } ,{ -1 } ,{ 1 } ,{ 2 ,3 ,4 } .
By our labelling algoritlim tliese node sets are labelled
J - 2  — {—4, —3, —2}, J _ i  =  {—l } ,J i  =  {!}, J 2 =  {2,3,4} 
and Jo =  {}. Note tliat J  e Q \ .  The ordered representations of J  aie 
({—4, —3, —2}, {—!},{ }, {!}, {2,3,4})
and
({—4, —3, —2}, {1}, { }, {-1} , {2,3,4}).
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2. Recall
-4 •  4
The node sets of K,  when ordered by their least elements, are
{ - 4 } ,  { - 3 } ,  { - 2 , 1 } ,  { - 1 . 2 } ,  { 3 } ,  { 4 } .
By our labelling algorithm tliese node sets are labelled
/C_3 =  { - 4 } , / C - 2  =  { - 3 } , / C - i  =  { - 2 , 1},/Ci =  { - 1 , 2 } , ^ 2  =  {3},/C3 =  {4} 
and ICo ~  {}. Note tliat/C G Q'n- The ordered representation of fC is 
( { —4}, { —3}, { —2 ,1 } ,  { },  { —1 ,2 ) ,  {3} ,  {4}).
3. Recall £ ,




The node sets of C, when ordered by tlieir least elements, are
{ - 4 } , { - 3 , - 2 , - 1 , 1 , 2 , 3 } , { 4 } .
By our labelling algoritlim these node sets are labelled
£ - 1  =  { —4 } ,  £ o  — { — 3 ;  —2 ,  — 1 , 1 , 2 , 3 } , £ i  =  { 4 } .  
Note tliat C e  The ordered representation of £  is
( { ~ 4 } ,  { —3 ,  — 2 ,  — 1 , 1 , 2 , 3 } ,  { 4 } ) .
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The node sets of M ,  when ordered by their least elements, are
{ —4, — 3 } ,  { — 2 ,  —1 } ,  { 1 , 2 } ,  { 3 , 4}.
By our labelling algorithm tliese node sets are labelled
A 4 -2  =  { — 4 ,  — 3 } ,  =  { — 2 ,  — 1 } ,  v W i  =  { 1 ,  2 } ,  A 4 a  =  { 3 , 4 } ,
and A4o =  {}. Note that A4 E On- The ordered representation of M  is
( { —3 ,  —4}, { — 2 ,  —1 } ,  { 1 , 2 } ,  { 3 , 4}).
Let us define Wj-j to be tlie group of all permutations on N  tliat fix all nodes outside J i . Define W j  
to be tlie subgroup of
. . . X Wj_^ X X Wji, X W j ,  X Wj^ X . . .
whose elements satisfy
1. For all (T G Wj , { - i y  — -{i"") for all i G N,  and
2. For all cr G W j,  tlie parity of a is even.
We write \d to denote the enforcement of tliese two conditions, tliat is
W j  =  {.  . . X Wj„^ X W j_ ,  X Wjo X W j ,  X Wj.  ^ X . . . ) | i >  
and observe tliat Wj — W j .
We now define four sets of compositions which will eventually be used to index tlie graphs defined 
above, and tlie basis elements of tlie descent algebra for .
♦ C<n =  {A |A  \= m , m  <  n — 2] ,
•  Cl =  {A |A  \= n,  A i  =  1 } ,
* Cn ~  {A |A  F  j i ,  Ai >  2 } ,
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.  C;, =  {y |A I=n,A i > 2 } .
Note that C'^  differs from Cn only in tliat its elements are given as compositions witli a prime qualifier 
(as in A'). For those familiar with pai tition theory, note that tliis qualifier does not denote conjugation 
of partitions. Informally, we shall refer to the members of as “primed” compositions; elements 
of C<n, Cl, and C„ will be called “plain” compositions. We also define C{n) to be the union of these 
four sets.
We now see the reason for the somewhat mysterious terminology for tlie four subclasses of Q{n). 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between C{n) and G{n) in which conesponds to C<n*, 
G'n to C'n ; On to C„ ; and to Ci. This correspondence is defined as follows.
The composition, A 1= m < n, with components {A,},>o, corresponds to tlie graph J ,  with node 
sets {J i} i, if
1. \J-i\  =  \Ji\ =  Xi fo ri > 0.
2. 5 1 i/o! — Xq — n — m.
3. (a) If—1,1 G  i/o then A G  C<[n,
(b) If —1,2 G i/i then A G C',,,
(c) If 1,2 G i/i tlien A G C„,
(d) Otherwise A G  Ci.
Example 5 We take again our four graphs from Example 3.
1. For J  we recall its node sets ai e
J_2  =  { - 4 , - 3 , - 2 } .  J _ i  =  { - 1 ] , J q =  {}, J i  =  {l},i/3  =  {2,3,4}.
Hence J  corresponds to the composition A such tliat
| i / - i l  =  i J ’i j  =  A i  =  1 
I1/ - 2 I =  I1/ 2 I =  A2 =  3 
| |i /o | =  Ao =  n — m  =  0.
Since - 1  G  1/ - 1, 1 G 1/1 tlien A G Ci. Hence, we have tliat A =  [1,3].
2. For 1C we recall tliat its node sets aie
/C_3  =  {-4},/C_2 =  {-3},/C _i =  { -2 , l},/Co =  {},/Ci =  {-1,2},/C2 =  {3}, AC3 =  {4}.
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Hence K. conesponds to tlie composition // such tliat
|AC_i| =  j/Ci| =  /ii =  2
|/C_2 l =  I/C2 I =  /i2 =  1
|/C _ 3 | =  [/C3 I =  ^ 3  =  1
^|/Co| =  =  n — m  =  0.
Since - 1 ,  2 G /Ci, then G Hence, we have that// =  [2 ,1 ,1]\
3. For C  we recall its node sets are
£ - 1  =  {—4}, £ 0  =  {—3, —2, — 1 ,1 ,2 ,3 } , £ 1  =  {4}.
Hence £  conesponds to the composition rj such that
|£ - i |  =  |£ i | =  Î/1 =  1 
| | £ o j  =  r/o — n — m  — S.
Since- 1 ,1  G £ 0, tlien 77 G £<». Hence, we have that 77 =  [1].
4. For M  we recall its node sets aie
A i - 2  =  {—4, —3}, A4-1 =  {—2, —l},A^o =  {}, A il =  { l ,2 } ,A i2 =  {3,4}.
Hence M  conesponds to the composition k  such tliat
|A4_i| =  |A4i| =  «1 =  2 
|A i - 2 l =  |A i2 | — K2 =  2  
| | A 4 o i  =  kq =  n  — 771 =  0.
Since 1,2 G A il, tlien /c G £,%. Hence, we have tliat k =  [2,2].
Let A G C{n),  and let A have components {A,}-'_i. Then we define
D x  =  £>Ao X S x , x  . . .  x
“  O n  — m  X S \ ,  X . . .  X
and observe that
D x  — D n ~ m  X S x ,  X . . .  X S x , .  
-  X . . .  X
=  WjT
where A corresponds to J  via tlie correspondence between C(n) and Q{n) given eaiiier. Recall that 
Do, is isomorphic to tlie trivial group, D i ^  S'l x 5 i, D 2 =  S'2 x S2 , and D3 =  6 4 .
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Definition 7 Let a G Dn, then d{a), is the value of the sum
* " < 0
Theorem 5 If a  € Dn, then /(<r) =  d{cr).
P ro o f As in the previous section, we can prove tliis result using inductions to show that l[a) < 
rf(cr), a i ldci(cr) <l{cr) .
To show tliat l{<r) <  d[cr), we do an induction on d{cr). Observe that the inequality holds when 
d{(f) =  0, since then <r is the identity permutation. Let d((r) >  0, then we can find s G S  such tliat 
d{s(x) <  d{cr), since
• If 1*^,2*^,... is not increasing tlien there exists i , n - l }  such tliat (i+l)*^ < J ,
and so d{sia)  <  d{(r).
•  If L , 2 ^ , . . .  ,n^ is increasing tlien since d{cr) >  0  and the parity of cr is even, it follows
tliat and 2^ aie negative. Say, L  =  —k,2^ =  —j  where 0 <  j  <  k,  then in s [a ,
1*1^  =  j,  2 1^'^  =  k.  Tlierefore tlie sum
E  + 1)!<»■<«»<^ <0
when calculated for s jcr  will he j  F k ~ 2  less tlian when tliis sum is calculated for cr, but tlie 
sum
E  10<i<j<n
will h e j F k  —  ^more. Hence it follows tliat d{s{a) < d{<r).
Therefore, by our induction hypotliesis on d{cr), we have tliat /(scr) <  d{sa-) < d{a), and therefore 
f(cr) < l{scr) +  1 < d{s(r) +  1 < d{cr).
To show tliat rf(cr) <  /(cr),  we perform an induction on/(cr). We note tliat die inequality holds when 
/(cr) =  0, since then cr is die identity permutation. Let a =  Si,Si^ .. where k =  /(cr), and 
Sij G 5  for all j  =  I , . .  .k. Then /(<rs,-,^) =  /(cr) — 1. By our induction hypothesis, it follows diat 
d{(TSi, )^ <  /(crsj,^) .  However, G S  eidier switches i, i + 1  and —i, —i  — 1; or switches —1 and 2,  
and —2 and 1. That is,
E  10<i<j<n
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is eitlier one more or one less tlian
or
is one more or one less than
-  E  +1)!<»•<«
— +  ! )•
1*"<0
Hence, it follows that c/(<7s,jt) =  d(a) ±  1. Therefore,
d{cr) < d{asi,^) +  1 <  /(o'Sifc) +  1 =  /(cr).
With tliis second inequality now proved, our result follows. □
Lemma 6  Let J and K  be subsets of S, and let x G XJ^DXk- Let the ordered representation of J  
be [ J - r , . . .  , J i , . . .  , Jr)f andJC be (/C_s,. . .  , /C-i, ACo,/Ci,. . .  , /C,). Then an ordered
representation of J x  n  K is
(4/ — i**n O /C—3 J J ~ ~ ^  ^  A —3 , . . .  , J ic D A/—3 J J O X —3 , • • • , J qX O A.q , . . .  , J,-x O A.3 ) 
or
[ J —rXC\X—s , J —r-\-lXC\X~s,... , J\X C\ X — s, J —r^ OX-s-{-l, •• • , { 1};{},{1}; '.  , Jr îK Pi A^3) 
if JqX O Kq =  { —1 , 1 ], with empty sets, not including JqxHXq if empty, removed.
Proof To prove that
(1/ —ic PI Ar—3 J J — ^ Pi A/—3 , . . . ,  J [ 3} Pi A/—3 , J — I» tC Pi AI—34-1 , * • * 1 J t Pi A/3 ) 
is an ordered representation of J x  n  K,  we must show that
1. Any node, i, in any set is less than any node, j ,  tliat appears in any other set later in tlie list for 
all {*,i} { - 1 , 1 }.
2. Each non-zero set JgX Pi Xm 9^  { -1 ,1 }  in tlie list is tlie node set of a connected component 
of Pi AI.
The first statement will hold if we can prove that
1. If / E JqX Pi Xm and j  G JqX Pi Xm^t, tllCU i <  j .
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2. If i G JqX n  Xm. and j  G Jq+t^ H Xm, then i < j .  
for {/, j}  ÿé- { -1 , l} ,a n d / >  0.
The first case holds since Xm and Xm+t are teims in the ordered representation of X.
The second case will follow if we can show that the nodes of Xm appeal in increasing order in 
((—n)® . . .  (—1)®1® . . .  n®), apart from maybe —1 and 1. By our definition of X k  as a set of min­
imal length coset representatives, it follows that for all G K, l{xk) >  l{x). Therefore, it follows 
\hatl{kx~^) >  /(a?“ ^), for all A G K.
However, by Lemma 5, we know that/(æ) =  d{x). Hence, if k =  {—h — 1, —h){h, h +  l ) ,h  >  0, 
tlien it follows that
( _ A _  I)»:-' <  ( - A ) ''" ', A''"' <  (h +
since kx~^, x~^ differ only in the switching of —A — 1 and —A; and the switching of h and h +
1. From this it follows tliat the numbers h,h +  1 and —h — 1,—h appear in increasing order in 
((-n)® . . . ( - I f
If k is not of tliis form, tlien k =  (— 1,2) (—2,1), and it follows tliat
( - 2 f "  <  r " \ ( - l f "  < 2 ' " \
since kx~^,x~^ differ only in the switching o f —1 and 2; and tlie switching of —2 and 1. Therefore, 
— 1 and 2, and —2 and 1 appear in increasing order in ((—n)® . . .  (—1)®!® . . .
From tliis we can deduce that all nodes of Xm appear in increasing order in
( ( - n f  . . . ( - I f  r  . . . n ') ,
apai t from maybe — 1 and 1.
Let u =  Î® ‘ G Jq, and v =  f   ^ G Jqj t^, then by definition u < v, unless u =  1, v =  — 1. Since 
we know that all tlie nodes in Xm appear in increasing order in ((—??.)® . . .  (—1)®1® . . .  7?.®), apart 
from maybe —1 and 1, it follows tliat i < j ,  unless u =  l , v  =  —1.
However, we need not woiry about u =  1 G and t; =  —1 G J i  for the following reason. Since 
1®, (—1)® G Xm it follows tliat Xm — X q. However, tlie nodes of X q appeal* in increasing order 
in ((—7i)® . . .  (-1)®1® .. .71®), with tlie possible exception of - 1  and 1, which may be switched. 
Since (|(—n)®|. . .  |(-1)® ||1® |. . .  |7i®|) is symmetrical about its mid-point, it follows that { i , j }  =  
{(-1)®,1®} =  { -1 ,1 } , which we do not need to consider.
To prove the second statement, we must justify the following assertions:
1. The sets JqX n  Xm are all disjoint.
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2. No edge of J x H X  can connect two nodes in different sets, JqX n  Xm and Jq> x D Xm' ■
3. (a) For all/, / +  1 € JqX D Xm, tliere exists an edge between / and / +  1 in J x  n  X.
(b) I f —1,2 G JgX n  Xm, tlien there exists an edge between —1 and 2 in J x  n  X.
(c) If -2 ,1  G JqX n  Xm, then there exists an edge between - 2  and I ’m J x O X .
Since all Jq and Xm are disjoint, and x is a bijection from N  into itself, tlie first assertion follows.
To justify the second assertion, let (u, v) be an edge of J x  O X  with u G JqX O Xm, and v G 
Jqix n  Xm>- Since Jq and Jqr are nodes sets of connected components of J ,  JqX and Jg'X are 
nodes sets of connected components of J x ,  and therefore q =  q'. Similarly, since Xm and Xm> aie 
node sets of connected components of X , m  =  m' .
For tlie tliird assertion, observe tliat tlie proof of statement 1 case 2 yields that since X f  ^  is defined 
as a set of coset representatives of minimal length,
( - z f  (2.4)
for all (-Î/, - z ) [ y ,  z) G J witli 0 <  y <  z.
CASE a) Let /®  ^ =  u, and (/ +  1)®~^  =  v. From tlie proof of statement 1 case 2 we know tliat 
/, / +  1 appear in increasing order in
( (-n)®. . .( - l)®l®. . .m®),
and sou < V. Since u,v G Jg , by definition we have tliat allw G N  between u and v also belong 
to Jg. By tills and (  2.4) we can deduce tliat since u ®  =  /  and v ®  =  /  +  1, tliere is no such i d ,  and so 
an edge exists between u and v. Therefore, an edge exists between nodes / and / +  1 in J x O X .
CASE b) If — 1,2 G JgX n  Xm, then tliere exists u,v G Jq such that u® =  - 1 ,  and u® =  2. We can 
conclude tliat u < v since tlie proof of statement 1 case 2  tells us tliat —1 and 2 appear in order in 
((-n)® . . .  (—1)®1® . . .  n®). Again since, u, v G J q , ^ \ w  G N  between u and v also belong to Jg. 
This and ( 2.4) implies that if no edge exists between u and v tlien w® =  1. But (—u)® =  1, and 
since u < v tlien either v < —u ov —u < u. Since x is a bijection on N,  it follows that no such w 
can exist, and so an edge exists between —1 and 2 in J x O X .
CASE c) Similarly, if - 2 ,1  G JqX n  Xm, then there exists u,v G Jq such tliat u® =  - 2 ,  and 
V® =  1. From the proof of statement 1 case 2 we again deduce that u < v since —2,1 appeai* in 
increasing order in ((—ji)® . . .  (—1)®1® . . .  n®). Now by ( 2.4) our only possibility for an edge not 
to exist between u and v is if tliere is some w G N  between u and v, such tliat tu® =  —1; but since 
(—u)® =  — 1, and u < V tlien eitlier v <  —u or — w < u. As x is a bijection from N  into itself, this 
w cannot aiise, so an edge exists between —2 and 1 in J x  n  X,  and tlie assertion follows.
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Our last observation is that if JoxA/Co =  {—1,1} then this is clearly not tlie node set of a connected 
component of J x  n  AI, but to obtain tlie ordered representation in this case, we just need to replace 
{—1,1} by tlie tliree sets {—1 } ,{ } ,{ !}  (observe that we introduce the empty node set since —1,1 
are not in tlie same connected component). □
Consequently from Lemma 2 [Sol76], and Lemma 6, it follows that if x e  X J  ^  n  X k  then 
x~^Wjx O W k  ~
=  Wj3;nfC
— X . . .  X It)
=  [(x"^Wj-_^x n  W/c. J  X . . .  X (x^^Wj^x n  W k.,)]\d 
=  O % )  x . . .  x (x - iS '+ x  O 6:+)]|D
where A and p aie suitable compositions in C{n), determined by the correspondence between Q(n) 
and C{n). As in the previous section, the superscript -  or +  on a symmetiic group S\,  simply 
denotes tliat for tlie given i > Q, Sx, acts on J_,- or J -  respectively. Observe tliat, say, x~^Sj. xOSj.  
is tlie group of all permutations on
j _ , x  n  X - j .
Let Zij =  I J x  n  Xj  I, tlien we have a mapping
c  : X  t-4- (zij)
from XJ^ n  X k  into a subset of all (2s +  1) x (2r +  1) matrices
^Z(_3)(_r) . . . ^(—3)0 • • • ^(—3)-^
^0 (—r ) ■ ■ • 0^0
\  ^s(—»’) ■ • • s^O
witli non-negative integer entries tliat satisfy
E L - 3 =  i^.7i>i  ^  0. E L _ r  i^j =  p\i\J  #  0
E t = - s  — 2Aq, E L - r  0^.7 =  2//CI
In addition, since x e  X J ^  O X k  is such that (—A:)® =  —(&®), it follows tliat 1 J x  n  AI,| =
I J_«x n  AI_ji, and so we have tlie further condition tliat Zij =  Z(_,)(_j). However, a complete 
description of the subset of matrices into which XJ^ O X k  maps is also dependent on the parity 
condition. In fact, this subset is most easily found by working tlirough tlie possible combinations
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of J ,  X, depending on whetlier tliey belong to Qi, On, On or 0<n- Since tliere are only 16 different 
combinations, we shall conduct a case study.
Before we begin, we recall tliat x lias even parity if the number of i  G N  such that 0 < /  and /® <  0 
is even. Therefore, to see how tlie parity condition in D„ affects the matrices we need to study 
tlie set Ui,j>o O X - j .  In addition, for J  G Oi and J  G we have that Jo =  { }, and all 
u G Ui>o ^ 6  positive. Hence, the following four arguments for J  G also hold for J  G On- 
Therefore, we shall state tlie arguments for the cases in which J  G Oi, and tlien immediately deduce 
tlie corresponding results for the four cases in which J  G On-
1. J  ^ Oi, X G Oi
Since botli Jo and Xq are empty, all w G positive, and all G U 7>o^ -.7
are negative, it follows tliat all u  G { l , . . . , n }  such that u® <  0 will appear in the set 
Ui.7>o ‘/i® ^ AC_/. Since tlie parity of x is even, it follows that j Uj_7>o ^ ^ - .71 i* even, 
tliat is
is even. Therefore, we have the extra matrix condition tliat E i , 7>o ^*(-.7) ii^ust be even.
2. J  G Oi, X G On
Again we have tliat tlie parity of x is even, Jo =  Xq =  {}, all u G U i > o  positive, and 
all 77 G [ J j ^ ^ X - j  me negative. Therefore, we again have tliat all rr G { 1 , . . .  , n }  such tliat 
u® <  0  appear in U» ^  I U r j > o  D X - j \  must be even. That is
X I  \ J%x n X - j \  =  X2 '^ *(“ .7) t . i > o  j . j>o
must be even.
3 .  J e a i . A i G g ; ,
Again we have that Jo and /Co are empty, and all « G U j > o  C/: are positive. But now 
/C_y =  { - 1 ,2 ,3 , . . .  , 7i}. By definition tliere exists some u G U » > o  such that 
w® is eitlier —1 or 1. Suppose tliat first w® =  —1. Then since —1 ^ /C_, we have
tliat - 1  ^  U i , 7> o  Ji® Ft X - j .  As all otlier u g  (J i> o  such tliat w® <  0  are contained in 
U ij>o Ji® n/C _j,itfollow stha t|U ,. J,-xn/C _,| =  E i , 7>o |J ix n /C _ j| will be one less 
tlian the parity of x.
Now suppose tliat u® =  1. Then 1 G U 7>o^-~.7» and so 1 G Ui,7>o «-/ix n  X - j .  However, 
all other v G U j j > o  J i ®  D /C _ j  are such tliat v  <  0 , 0  <  r;® \  and hence it follows that 
I U i j > o  CTix n  X - j \  =  E t , 7> o  lJ i®  n  X - j \  will be one more than tlie parity of x.
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Since tlie parity of x is even, it follows tliat in botli these cases, we will have tliat
V  \J ix r \K - j \
i,j>0
is odd. This gives tlie further matrix condition that E i,i>o  uiust be odd.
4 .  J  G Oi,X G G<n
We have that Jq is empty and all u G U»>o positive. For every v G Xq where v < 0 
we have tliat —v G X q .  Therefore we cannot tell how may v G (J*>o Ji® O X q  are such 
that 0 < Since tliis may be even or odd and tlie parity of x is even, it follows that
tlie number of v G CTix Pi X - j  such tliat 0 <  u®"* may be even or odd. Therefore,
I Ui,j>o C7i® P> f C-  j\ =  E * ,7>o l«/ix Pi X - j  \ may be even or odd, hence no more conditions 
will be placed on tlie matrices.
5. J  G Gn,X G G\
Now we have tlie further condition that E»,/>o will be even.
6 .  J  G Gny X  G Gn
Now we have tlie further condition tliat E » .7>o will be even.
7 .
Now we have the further condition tliat E t , 7>o will be odd.
8 . J G Gn,X G G<n
No furtlier conditions will be placed on the matrices.
Before we continue our analysis, we shall define a group automorphism, V', on Dn, tliat will 
help us to exploit the analysis already completed. Let ^  be tlie transposition permutation 
(—1,1) on N.  Tlien if induces an automorphism of Dn which we shall also call if). From tliis 
definition we can iimnediately deduce that
and the action of tlie group automorphism i/j is to replace si by and replace 8 [ by si in 
every a G Dn, when <r is written as a product of generators.
Let us define i>{J)  to be the graph with vertex set N,  and edge set
E J},
and define ^ ( J )  to be tlie set such tliat if A G ‘>P{Jk) then hL'^4) g
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Example 6  In D4 , if J  is tlie graph
-4 I
-2





Observe from tliese definitions that
(a) If J  G tlien i f iJ)  G Gi,,
(b) If J e G ' n  then eGn,
(c) If J  G G<n tlien i f [J)  =  J ,
(d) If jG G /i  th e n ^ (J )  =  J ,
and in the latter case, J  is mapped into J _ i  and vice versa. We can deduce that since all 
X G X J  ^  n  X k  are of minimal length, x G XJ^ n  X k  if and only if ^ (x ) G j) O X.,j,{k) • 
In addition we can also deduce that
J x  n  K j )  =  i}{Ji)ij}{x) n
With this in mind, let us look at tlie next four of the remaining 8 cases.
9.
We know, tliat J) G Gn, =  X  GGi , and tliat il){x) G n  X k ,  therefore, since 
we have dealt witli the case i p { J ) e G n , X e G i , w e  know tliat Ej,7>o l'0(Ji)'0(x) C\ X - j \  
must be even. Hence, E i,.7>o |V'(V'(J)V'(®) O /C_,-)l =  E» j>o  |J<® O iJj {X- j )\ is even. 
However, i p { X- i )  =  X i .  Since one of either —1 or 1 belongs to (-1)®, 2®,...  , m®, and 
Ui>o ‘/i® =  2®, .. .  , n®}, it follows tliat
T  | J z n / C _ j |  
w>0
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will either be one more, or one less than E»,i>o U ®  O t/;(/C_ , ) j. Therefore, we can conclude 
that when J  e  Q'n, X e  Qi, we have tlie extra matrix condition tliat E*./>o is odd.
10. J e Q ' n , X e G n
Since ip{J) e  Gn, ^{X)  E G'n, and if{x) G O we know that
i,j> 0
must be odd. Therefore, E* j>o IV'(^( J )V ’(®) O ip{X-j))\  =  E«,j>o l^ /»® O A_, | must be 
odd. Hence we have the extia condition that E» j>o niust be odd.
11.
Since i f{J)  G Gn, i^{X) G and if{x) G we know that
X2 l’/'(‘/OV’(®) n^( /c_j ) l*',.7>0
is even. Therefore, we know
X ] l^(V'(J)V'(®) n ^ ( / c _ j ) ) |  =  X ] U x n / C - , 1
i,3 > 0  i,j> 0
must be even. Hence we have tlie extra condition tliat E i j > o  ^»(-.7) must be even.
12. j E g ; , ,A :E G ;< n
We have tliat J )  G ^n, tf{X) G G<n, and since tliere are no further restrictions in this 
case, it follows tliat no furtlier conditions will be placed on tlie matrices when J  £ G'n, and 
X  G G<n-
Tlie last four cases to consider are tliose for which J  G G<n- However, we cannot tell how 
many 0 <  u G Jb such tliat u® < 0 lie in (J7>o Jox n/C_j ,  since for each u G Jo , - u  G J , .  
Since the number of such u may be even or odd, and the paiity of x is even, it follows that 
I Ui,7>o Ji® 1 =  E i , 7>o I Ji® FI X - j  I may be even or odd. Hence, no furtlier conditions 
will be placed on the matrices, irrespective of X.
13. J  eG<,n,XeG].
No furtlier conditions will be placed on the matrices.
14. J  G G<n, X e  Gn
No further conditions will be placed on tlie matrices.
15. J  eG<n,X eG'n
No further conditions will be placed on tlie matiices.
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16. JT
No furtlier conditions will be placed on tlie matrices.
We will now prove that we have indeed found all tlie matrices into which each of the coset repres­
entatives map in each of the 16 cases using tlie following two lemmas.
Lemma 7 Let x e  XJ^ D X k . Ifx' 6 W j x Wk. then \JiX f)}Cj\ =  \Jix‘ D Kj\.
P ro o f  Let x' e  WjxWjc,  say x' =  axr ,  a €  Wj-, r  G W/c, tlien for each i,
Jix'  =  JiaxT  =  Jixr.
Hence, for each i, j  we have
j i x '  n  Kj =  J%xT n  =  \Jix n  /Cj]r,
Since r  is a bijection, and r  G W/c, tlie lemma follows. □
Lemma 8 Let x G Xj^  fi X k . If\JiX H Kj\ =  \ Jix' D Kj\for  all i and j  and x' G Dn, then
x' G W j x W k., unless g G<n, Jb^n/Co =  { }• In this case x/ belongs to either Wj x Wk., 
orWj'ip{x}Wfc-
P ro o f  If | Ji® n  IC j | =  j n  Kj  | tlien for a fixed jf, subsets {J ix  n  Kj }i and {Jix/  n  K j }« form 
two dissections of Kj  into subsets which can be collected naturally into pairs of subsets of equal 
order. For each j  >  0, find a peimutatioii r,- G WfCj which satisfies
[Jix n  Kj]rj =  Jix'  n  Kj  for all i.
Chooser_j G such tliatforall h e  Kj,  —h G K - j ,  {—h y - j  =  —(/jTj). Then sincex' G Dn,
we know tliat for each j  > 0, r -  j  satisfies
[Jix  n  K - j ] r - j  =  J ix ' D K - j .
For J =  0 we would like to find a permutation tq g  W k.o , such that for all
h, —h G K q =  {—I, . . .  , —1,1, . . .  ,1}
we have tliat {—hy° =  — tlie number of negatives in {1’’“, 2^°, . . .  , F°} is even; and
[J ,x  n  /Co]ro =  J ix ' n  Ko for all i.
If we can find such a permutation, tq, tlien by construction r  =  . , .  . . .  G (. . .  x
Wa:_2 X Wk-x X y^Ko X x Wk.2 x • - ■)\d =  In addition, r  satisfies
JixT  =  J ix 'fo r all i,
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and so we can find a a- e  W j  such tliat x' =  crxr.
Since for all w e  /Co we have tliat —u e  Ko and x' e  Dn, we will certainly always be able to find a 
permutation tq e  Wkiq, such tliat for all h, - h  G Ko we have tliat {~hy° — - ( /J " ) ;  and
[JiX n  /Co]To =  Jix'  n  Ko for all i.
Therefore tlie only problem will be if we can only find ro such tliat the number of negatives in 
{1’’°, 2’'“, . . .  , / ’■“} is odd. Clearly, if /Co =  { } this problem cannot occur, tliat is this problem may 
only occur if/Co { }.
Now since x G X j^  fi X k , we know that x"^ G n  X j .  Moreover, since x is a bijection from 
N  to itself, so is x"^. Therefore,
\Jix n Kj\ =  \{JiX n  Kj)x~^\ =  \ Ji  n Kjx~^\.
Similarly, | J x '  D /Cj | =  jj-  fi Kj{x')~^ |, and so |J i  Pi KjX~^\ =  \ Ji fi /C,(.x')“ ^|. For a fixed i, 
tlie subsets {J  fi Kjx~^}j  and {J i  n  Kj{x')~'^}j form two dissections of J- into subsets which 
can be collected naturally into pairs of subsets of equal order. In tlie same way tliat we constructed 
the pennutation r  earlier, we can construct a permutation a =  .cr-2 (r-icrQcricr2 . . . ,  such tliat 
Kjx~^a — Kj{x')~^; o-f G ; and a G Wj-, unless we can only find peimutations (tq acting on 
Jo, such that (To has odd parity. If Jo =  { }» then tliis problem cannot arise, and so it follows tliat 
we can find a (r G Wj- such tliat/CjX“ c^r =  Kj{x')~^, and so we can find some r  G Wk., such tliat 
=  Tx~ (^T E Wa:x“ ^Wj", that is x' G Wj-xWx;.
Therefore our problem can only arise if J  ^  { }, and Ko { }, tliat is J , / C  G G<n- Let 
J , /C  G Q<n, and Ko =  { —I, . . . , - 1 , 1 , . . . , / } .  As stated above we can find a permutation, tq, 
such tliat for all h, —A G /Co we have tliat {—hy°  =  and
[Jj X n  /Co]To =  Jix'  n  Ko for all i.
Suppose tliat the number of negatives in 2’’®, .. .  , /’’«} isodd. Then we may set tq =  (-1 , 1)to, 
where the number of negatives in {l ’’^ , 2^°, . . .  , /’'o} is even. Clearly if - 1 , 1  belong to the same 
subset intersection, J x  n  Ko, then since x G Dn it follows tliat —1,1 G Jox  n  /Cq. Moreover, it 
follows that
[JjX n  /Co]To =  J x '  n  Ko for all i.
Tlierefore, for our problem to occur it follows tliat —1 and 1 do not. belong to the same sub­
set intersection, or equivalently, Jox n  /Co =  { }. Let r  =  .. . r _ 2T-iToTiT2 . . . ,  tlien r  =
. . .  r_ 2T _ i ( - 1, l)roriT2 —  In addition, since - 1 , 1  G /Co it follows tliat (—1,1) coimnutes with 
all T - j , j  >  0 and so r  =  (—1, l ) r ' ,  where r '  =  .. .T_2T_iT^TiT2 . . .  G ( . . .  x W/c_3 x W/c_i x 
WxTo X Wkx X W^ Ca X . . . ) | d  =  Wx;. Moreover, since J x r  =  J x 'f o r  all z, it follows tliat
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Jix(—l , l ) r '  =  J x 'f o r  all i, or equivalently
i ’{ J ix ) r '  — J x 'f o r  all i.
However, since J  G G<n, we have tliat i>{Ji) — J  for all i, and so
‘ip{Jix)r'  =  Jiip{x)T* =  J x 'f o r  all i.
Moreover, we can find a cr g  W j -  such that x' =  crip{x)T' G Wj-V'(x)Wx;, and we are done. □
By Lemma 8, we know that C is injective, apart from when J ,  /C G Qcn, Jox  n  /Co =  { }, when tlie 
two double coset representatives x and ^(x) have the same images under C- Hence to show that we 
have found all the matrices, we only need to show that C is suijective.
Let z  =  (zij) be a matrix which satisfies the conditions
I 2 L - S  i  #  0 , #  0
J 2 i= - S  ~  2Ao, 0^.7 =  2/10,
together witli any otlier conditions obtained through tlie analysis of tlie above 16 cases.
If we can find a a  e  Dn such that zij  ~  | J c r  n  /Cj j, for all i , j ,  tlien by Lemma 7 ,  we can find an 
element x G XJ^ n  X k ,  that lies in the same double coset as o- such that Z{ j — | J x  n  K j j, for all 
i , j .  From tliis it will follow that C is surjective.
From the argument at tlie corresponding point of the previous section, we know tliat from the condi­
tions
— -^ 1.711 J ^  Y2 j  = ~r — A*lil » * 7^  0
E t - = - s  *^'0 =  2Ao, Z ) i = - r  0^.7 =  2/10,
we may certainly find a <r such that {—hY  =  — ( / J )  for all A G #  witli the property z,/ =
I J< r n  Kj\. Let us assume tliat any a  we deal with from now on has tliis property. Therefore, to find 
a (T G Dn , we need only check tliat we can find a a  tliat also satisfies the parity condition for each 
of tlie 16 cases we have just studied. This will include showing tliat if a <r may not satisfy the parity 
condition, then we may refine cr if needs be so that it does. In addition we show tliat in this situation 
tlie entries in tlie matrix remain unchanged.
Again since tlie same arguments apply to tlie cases where J  G (cases 1 to 4 ) ,  and J  G Qn 
(cases 5 to 8), we will deduce the results for J  G immediately from the results for J  G (7i.
1. J  G , /C G (7i
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Heie we have Jo — ICq — {)■, o ~  {^>2,. . .  LJ/^o ~  1 1 * 2 , . . .  , ??}. 
We also have the condition that is even. Therefore,
|{l^i 2*^,... , n^} n  {—1) —2 , . . .  , ~?r}|
is even, tliat is tlie number of negatives in {1'^, 2"^,... ,n^} is even, and so a satisfies tlie 
parity condition.
2. J  E Qi, fC G Qn
Again we have Jo =  K q =  { } , U i > o ^ ‘ =  {1 ,2 , . . .  =  { - 1 , - 2 , . . .  , - n } ,
and j>o is even. Therefore,
|{1^, 2° ' , . . .  , n^} n  {—1, —2 , . . .  , —n}|
is even, and so tlie number of negatives in {1*^ , 2*^,... , r f }  is even. Hence, cr satisfies tlie 
par ity condition.
3. j e c / i . /C G c ; ; ,
Here we have tliat Jo -  /Co =  { }, Ut>o J  =  { 1 , 2 , . . . ,  ji}, K - j  =  { 1 , - 2 , . . .  , -n } , 
and is odd. Hence,
|{1^, 2"^,... , n^} n  {1, —2 , . . .  , —7t}|
is odd, tlierefore
|{1'', 2^^,... , n^} n  {—1, —2 , . . .  , —n.}|
is even, tliat is tlie number of negatives in {1'^, 2*^,... ,n^} is even, and cr satisfies tlie parity
condition.
4. J  G (7i, A, E Q<c,n
Here we have that J  =  {1,2 , . . .  , n}. Let Ko =  { - m ,  . . . , - 1 , 1 , . . . ,  m}, and 
Uj>o ^ -.7  =  {-)?? -  1,. . , - n } .  Suppose tliat J2i,j>o is oven, tlien
|{1^, 2 ^ , . . .  , n  { —m — 1, . . .  , —?i}|
is even. If j{l®^ , 2'^, . . .  , n  {—1, . . .  , —m}| is even, then
|{1'^, 2*^,... , n®"} n  {—1, . . .  , —n}|
is even. However, if [{l'^, 2“^ , . . .  ,n ‘^ } n  { - 1 , . . .  , —7n}| is odd then we may refine <r 
as follows. For some t G {1 , . . .  , n} and 0 < u e  Ko such tliat ~  ~u,  set =  
u, and {—t y  =  —u. Observe that since —u,u  G Ko, tlie refining of cr leaves all Zjj 
unchanged. However we now have tliat |{1^, 2*^,... , rJ ]  n  {—1, . . .  , — 7t?.}|, and hence 
1{1^,2‘^ , . . .  , n ^ } n { - l , . . .  ,-77,} j is even.
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Alternatively, suppose that J2i,j>o is odd. Then
2 ^ , . . .  , n^} n  {—m — 1 , . . .  , —7r}|
is odd. If 2*^,... , r J }  n  {—1 , . . .  , —7n}| is odd, then
2* ,^. . .  , n'^} n  {—1, . . .  , —7%}|
is even. However, if 2^ , . . .  , n  {—1 , . . .  , — 7n}| is even, tlien if it is greater than 0, 
we can refine cr by choosing f E {1 , . . .  ,n} and 0 < « € /Co such tliat — ~u, and setting 
=  u, and {—t y  =  —u; otherwise we refine cr by choosing t E { ! , . . .  , 77} and 0 < w E /Co 
such thatf^ =  u, and setting t"  =  —u, and (—/)'' =  u. Having refined cr we have tliat all Zj, 
remain unchanged, since —u, u E /Co, but now
\{1 ^, 2 ^ , , n^} n  { - 1 , . . .  , —777} I
is odd. That is, |{1^, 2^^,... , 77*^ } n  { - 1 , . . .  , - 77,}| is even.
Therefore in either case, we can find a a such that the parity of cr is even.
5. J e G n X e Q i
We can find a cr that satisfies the parity condition.
6. J  E , /c E Qn
We can find a cr that satisfies the parity condition.
7. j E g » , / C E ( / ; ,
We can find a cr tliat satisfies tlie parity condition.
8. J  E /C E
We can find a cr tliat satisfies the parity condition.
9. j e ^ ; , , / C E ( ; i
We have that Jo =  /Co =  { }, Ui>o ^  =  { - 1 , 2 , U,->o ^ - 3  =  { -1 , - 2 , . . .  , - 77}. 
In tliis case, we also have that is odd. Therefore,
|{(—1 ) ^ , 2 ' ' , . . . , 77"^ } n  {—1, —2 , . . . ,  —77}I
is odd, and so
[{i*^,2*^,...,77*^} n  {—1, — 2 , . . . ,  —77}I
is even. Therefore, the number of negatives in {1^ ,^ 2^^,.., , 77'^ } is even, and so cr satisfies tlie 
parity condition.
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10. j £ Q ' n , } C e G n
Again Uj>o =  ( - 1 ,  - 2 , . . .  , - n } .  Since is odd, it follows tliat
|{(—1)^12"^,... , n^} n  {—1, —2 , . . .  , —J7.}|
is odd, so
|{1", 2^ , . . .  , n  { —1, —2 , . . .  , —n}|
is even. Therefore, the number of negative numbers in {l'^, 2'^, . . .  , is even, and so tlie 
parity of <t is even.
11.
Now Jo =  /Co =  { }, Ui>o ~  { - 1 , 2 , . . .  , n}, and U j > o ^ - j  =  {1, - 2 , . . .  , - 77.}. Since 
Yli,j>o is even, it follows that
K(“ l ) ‘^ , 2*^,... , 77^ }^ n  {1, —2 , . . .  , —77}I
is even, so
Ijl'^, 2 ^ , . . .  , 77^ } n  {1, —2 , . . .  , —77}!
is odd, and so
|{i°^i 2"^, . . . ,  77*^ } n  {—1, —2 , . . . ,  —77}[ 
is even. Therefore, tlie parity of a  is even.
12. J  £Gn>^^Q<n
Here we have that [J^>o =  {—1 ,2 , . . .  , 77}. Let /Co =  { - 777, . . .  , - 1 , 1 , . . .  , 777}, and
Uj>o ^ —.i — { ^  1 ) • • • > —77}.
Suppose tliat X],-,->o is even, tlien
|{( —1)'^, 2'^, . . . , 77*^} n  {—777. — 1, . . . , —77}I
is even. If |{(—l)'^, 2^ , . . .  , 77^ }^ n  {—1, . . .  , - 777}} is odd, then
|{(—i)*^,2°", . . . ,  77^ } n  {—1 , . . . ,  —77}]
is odd, hence |{1'^, 2*^,... , 77^ }^ 0  { - 1 , . . .  , - 77}] is even. If
1{(~1)^1 2*^ , . . . , 77^ } n  { — 1, . . . , —777.}I
is even, tlien if it is greater tlian 0, tlien we can refine a by choosing t £ {—1 , 2 , . . .  , 77} 
and 0 < a  E AZo such that =  —ii, and setting — u, and (— =  - 77; otherwise we 
can refine <r by choosing t £ {—1 , 2 , . . . ,  77} and 0  < u £ Kq such tliat =■ u, and tlien
setting =  —u, and {—t y  =  u. For every u E /Co we know that —u £ Ko, and hence witli
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(T refined, all Zij remain unchanged, altlioughnow |{(—1 )^ ,2 ^ ,...  , 77.^} n  { - 1 , . . .  , — 777.}j 
and hence
|{(—1)^, 2*^,... , 77^ } n  {—1 ,. . .  , —n}| 
isodd. Thatis |{1‘^ ,2°',. . .  , 77*^ } n  { - 1 , . . .  , - 77}] is even.
Alternatively, suppose that X!)i,7>o is odd. Then
|{(—i)* ,^ 2*^,..., 77*^ } n  { —777 — 1 , . . . ,  —77}!
is odd. If |{ ( -1 ) ‘^ ,2‘^ ,. . .  , 77'^} n  {—1 ,. . .  , - 777}I is even, tlien
|{(—1)*^,2*^,... ,77‘^ } n { ” i , . , . , —77)1
is odd, and tlierefore 2*^,... , 77*^ } n  { - 1 , . . .  , —77}] is even. However, if
|{(—1)^: 2^, . . , , 77^ } n  { — 1, . . . , —777}!
is odd, tlien we can refine o- by choosing some t £  {—1 , 2 , . . . , 77} and 0 < G /Co such 
tliat =  —u, and setting =  u, and { ~ t y  — —u. Since —u, u £  /Co, it follows that (z 
refined leaves all Zij unchanged, altliough now |{ ( -1 ) ‘^ , 2^ , . . .  , 77^ }^ n  {—1 , . . . ,  - 777.}| is 
even. Hence
2 ' ^ , . . . , 77^ } n {“ 1 , . . . ,  —77.}| 
is odd, tliat is [{l'^, 2^ , . . .  , 77*^ } n  {—1, . . .  , —77}} is even.
Therefore in each case, we can find a cr such that the parity of cr is even.
13. J  £ Q < n , K £ G i
Here we have that K -  j =  { -1 , - 2 , . . .  , - 77.}. Let Jb =  { - / ,  ■ ■ • , —1,1 , . . .  , /}, and 
U»>o C/i — {/ +  ! , . . .  , 77}.
Suppose tliat ^K-i) is Gven, tlien
|{(/ + 1 ) ^ , . . . ,  77*^} n  {—1, —2 , . . . ,  —77}]
is even. If |{1^, . . .  ,T} n { -1 , - 2 , . . .  , - 77}] is even, tlien
|{1^, • • • ) Ti/'} n  {—1, —2 , . . .  , —77}!
is even. However, if [{l*^,. . .  , P }  n  { -1 , —2 , . . .  , -77}| is odd tlien we may refine cr by 
choosing a - u  G ( - 1 , . . .  , —77} and 0 < f G Jo such tliat P  =  - u ,  and setting P  =  u, and 
{—t y  =  —u. Since —t , t  £ Jo , it follows that refining cr leaves all Zjj unchanged, altliough 
now j { P , . . .  , P }  n  {—1, —2 , . . .  , —77}] and hence | { P , . . .  , n^} (1 {—1, —2 , . . .  , —77.}| is 
even. Hence we can find a a such tliat the parity of cr is even.
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Alternatively, suppose that Ylij>o  *s odd, tlien
\{{l +  1)^, • • • ) n^} n  {—1, —2 , . . .  , —n}|
is odd. If | { P , . . .  , P }  n  {—1, —2 , . . .  , —n}| is odd, tlien
Kl*^,. . .  , 77°^ } n  {~1, —2 , . . .  , —77}I
is even. Otlierwise, if | { P , . . .  , P } n { —1, - 2 , . . .  , - 77} | is even, and greater tlian 0, we can
refine by choosing —u e  { - 1 ........ - 77} and 0 <  t  G Jo such that P  =  - u ,  and setting
P  =  u, and {—t y  =  ~u.  If | { P , . . .  ,/^} n  { -1 , - 2 , . . .  , - 77}| is even, and equal to 0, 
then choose —u G { - 1 , . . .  , —77} and 0 < t  e  Jo such that P  =  u, and set P  =  —77, and 
{—t y  =  u. Note tliat since - t , t  £ Jo,cr refined leaves all Zij unchanged, although we now 
have that
. . . , P }  n  {—1, —2 , . . . ,  —77}I
is odd, tliat is | { P , . . .  , 77^ }^ n  {—1, —2 , . . .  , —77}] is even. Hence we can find a cr such that 
tlie parity of a is even.
14. J  £G<^mK£Qn
Again, we may use the same argument as the last case, since we again have that U/>o — 
{—1, —2 , . . .  , —77}. Let Jo =  {—/ , . . .  , —1, 1 , . . .  , /}, and Ui>o C/i =  {/ +  1 , . . .  , n.}.
Suppose tliat Z)i,j>o i® oven, then
|{(/ + 1 )^,...,77*^} n  {—1, —2 , . . . ,  —77)1
is even. If | { P , . . .  , n  { -1 , —2 , . . .  , - 77}] is even, tlien
| { P , . . .  , 77^ } n  {—1, —2 , . . .  I —77}I
is even. However, if . . .  ,P }  n  { -1 , - 2 , . . .  , - 77}] is odd then we refine a by choosing
—« G { ~ 1 , . . .  , —77} and 0 < t G Jo such tliat =  —u, and setting P  =  u, and =
—u. Since —t,t  £  Jb , we have tliat cr refined leaves all Zjj unchanged. However, now 
|{1^, . . .  , P }  n  { - 1 ,  —2 , . . .  , —77}I and hence | { P , . . .  , 77^ } n  {—1, —2 , . . .  , —77}! is even.
Alternatively, suppose tliat J2i j^^o is odd, tlien
|{(/ -f 1)*^,...,77*^} n  {—1, —2 , . . . ,  —77}}
is odd. If Kl"^,...  n { - l , - 2 , . . .  , - 77} I is odd, tlien
1 { P , . . .  , 7?.'^ } n  {—1, —2 , . . .  , —77}!
is even. However, if | { 1 ^ , . . .  , P }  n  {—1, —2 , . . .  , - 77}| is even, tlien if it is greater than 
0, we refine cr by choosing —u £ { - 1 , . . .  , —77} and 0 < f G Jo such that P  =  —w, and
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setting P  =  u, and (— =  —n; otherwise, choose - k  € {—1, . . .  , —n} and 0 < t e  J i  
such tliat P  =  u, and set =  ~u,  and {—t y  =  u. Since —t , t £  Jo, cr refined leaves all 
Zij unchanged, although we now have tliat . . .  , /^ } n  {—1, —2 , . . .  , —77.}| is odd, and so 
({I"",. . .  , n^} n  { -1 , - 2 , . . .  , -77}| is even.
Therefore, in each case we can find a suitable cr such that the parity of a is even.
15. j e Q < n , i C e g ' n
Now we have tliat K - j  =  {1, - 2 , . . .  , -7%}. Let Jo =  { - / , . . .  , —1 , 1 , . . . , / } ,  and
Ut>0 C/i — {/ T  1; . . . , 77}.
Suppose tliat J2i,j>o is even, then
|{(/ + 1 ) ^ ' , . . . , 77^ } n  {1 , —2 , . . . , - 77}!
is even. If | { P , . . .  , Z'^ } n  {1, - 2 , . . .  , - 77}] is odd, then
[ { p , . . . , z''} n  {1, —2 , . . . ,  - 77}!
is odd, and hence } { P , . . .  , 77^ }^ n  {—1, —2 , . . .  , —77}] is even. However, if | { P , . . .  ,/^} n  
{ 1 , - 2 , . . .  ,-77}j is even, tlien if it is greater tlian 0, tlien cr can be refined by choosing 
—u G {1, - 2 , . . .  , - 77} and 0 < f G Jo such tliat P  =  - « ,  and setting P  =  u, and 
(— =  —tr, otlierwise, choose —a G {1, —2 . . .  , —77} and 0 < < G Jo such tliat P  =  u, 
and set P  =  —u, and {—t y  =  u. We know that —t , t  G Jo, and so a refined leaves all Zij 
unchanged. However, | { P , . . .  , Z*^} D {1, - 2 , . . .  , - 77}| and hence
|{1" ,^ • • ■ , n  {1, —2 , . . .  , - 77}!
is odd. Therefore, [{l'^,. . .  , 77^ } n  {—1, —2 , . . .  , - 77}] is even.
Alternatively, suppose that Yli,i>o ^H-i) is odd, then
|{(z + 1)*^, . . . ,  77*^ } n  {1 , —2 , . . . ,  - 77}!
is odd. If | { P , . . .  , Z*^} n  {1, - 2 , . . .  , -77}| is even, tlien
| { P , . . .  , 77^ }^ n  {1, —2 , . . .  , - 77}} 
is odd, therefore | { P , . . .  , 77.*^ } n  { -1 , —2 , . . . ,  —77}] is even. If
| { P , . . . , P } n { l , - 2 , . . . , ~ 7 7 } |
is odd, then we can refine cr by choosing ~u e  {1, —2 , . . .  , —77} and 0 < < G Jo such tliat 
p  =  —u, and tlien setting P  =  u, and ( ~ t y  — —u. Since —t , t  G Jo, o- refined leaves all 
Zij unchanged, altliough we now have that | { P , . . .  , Z^ } D {1, - 2 , . . .  , - 77} | is even, so
j { P , . . .  , 77^ } n  {1, —2 , . . .  , —77}I
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is odd, and | { P , . . .  , n^}  n  { —1, —2 , . . .  , - n } |  is even.
Therefore, in eitlier case we can find a such tliat tlie parity of <r is even.
16. J  E G<ntK £ Q<n
Let Jo — { —/ , . . .  , —1 , 1 , . . .  , /} , and/Co =  {—m , . . ,  , —1 , 1 , . . .  , 777}.
Suppose that is even, then
|{(z -f-1 ) ^ , . . . ,  77^} n  { — 777 — 1 , . . . ,  —77} I
is even. If | { P , . . .  , P }  fi { - 1 , . . .  , - 777}] is even, then
|{ i^ j ■ • ■ ) n  { —1 , . . . ,  —77}!
is even. However, if  | { P , . . .  , } n  { —1 , . . . ,  —777} | is odd, tlien we may refine cr by choosing
some 0 <  t e  Jo and 0 <  n G /Co such tliat and tlien setting P  =  u, and {—t y  ~
~u.  Since —t,t  £ Jo and — a G /Co it follows that cr refined leaves all z,/ unchanged, 
however, now [ {1^, . . .  n  { - 1 , . . .  , - 777} | and hence | { P , . . .  , 77^} n  { —1 , . . .  , - 77JI is 
even.
Alternatively, suppose tliat J2ij>o ^*(-.7) is odd, tlien
\{{l +  l )^' , . . .  , 77.^} n  { - 777. -  1 , ,  - 77} I 
is odd. If | { P , . . .  , / " } n { - l , . . .  , - 777} j is odd then
. . . ,77^} n  { - 1 ,  . . . , -77}|
is even. However, if  . . .  ,Z^} n  { —1 , . . .  , —777} | is even, then if it is greater than 0, 
then w e can refine cr by choosing some 0 <  f G Jo and 0 <  « G /Co such that P  =  —u, 
and then setting =  u, and {—t y  ~  —u; if  not, tlien choose some 0 <  / G Jo and 
0 < 7 7  G /Co such tliat P  =  u, and set P  =  —u, and (~ /)^  =  «. Since —t , t £  Jo and 
—77,77 G /Co it follows tliat tlie refining o f cr leaves all z,j unchanged. However, we now have 
tliat j { P , . . .  , n  { - 1 , . . .  , - 777} I is odd, and hence
1 {1*^, . . . ,  77*^ } n  { —1 , . . . ,  —77} I
is even.
As in previous sections w e now require, for each x £ X J  ^  n  Xjc, tliat a matiix (z,, ) =  C(x) should 
yield some composition 77 such that D», is isomorphic to jarnar- Since 77 G C(7i) we need to 
know
1. Wliat tlie components o f 77 aie.
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2. Whether rj is plain or primed.
To obtain the first, we observe tliat reading tlie non-zero matiix entiles by row gives us a list of
numbers 1 7 - 7 .  , 770, • • • , Vi* if 770 =  zoo 9^  0, or 77./,.. .  , 77-1,771,... , 77/ if zoo =  0, where 771 is
the first non-zero entry read by row after zqO. Observe since z<j =  z(_,•)(_,), that 77,- =  7 7 . This list 
is such tliat
{Srj-i X . . .  X X X iSjjj X . . .  X 5 ,}, )jj5
or
X . . .  X X Dq X 1S7J1 X . . .  X Sjji)|£)
if Zoo =  0, is isomorphic to x~^Wjx  n Wk , and so we may use this list to obtain the components
of 77.
Since we know tliat
( X . . .  X Sr)_x X X S,jy X . . .  X iSrj, )|£) =  D X X . . .  X (2.5)
it follows that unless 1770 =  1, the components of 77 in order will be 771,... 77;. However, if A 770 =  1, 
tlien we recall tliat tliis coiresponds to
J qX n /Co =  { —1,1} = { —1} u { }  u {!}.
Therefore on the right hand side of Equation 2.5, Di =  Do x 5 i, and so tlie components of 77 in 
order will be, by definition: 1,771,... 77^.
Now that we have found the components of 77, to obtain whether or not 77 is plain or primed, we shall 
classify tlie graph of J x  n /C, and hence derive which subset of C(7i) tlie composition 77 belongs to.
Since J x  n /C is a subgraph of /C, it is convenient to consider four separate cases:
1. /C G 01. In this case 77 G Ci.
2. /C G 0n. In tliis case 77 G C», unless 771 =  1, in which case 77 G Ci.
3. /C G 0 .^ In tliis case 77 G unless 771 =  1, in which case 77 G Ci.
4 . /C G 0 <n*
Since —2, —1, 1,2 G /Co we have a more complex case to consider. Therefore, to classify 77 let 
us study J  as well. Recall from Lemma 6 that an ordered representation of J x  n  /C is given 
by
( Jl_J’ X P K—s , J —f..j-i X O /C—5, . . .  , J IX P A.—g, J X P /C—g.|-i J. . .  , Jj’X P A  ^)
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witli empty sets, apart from J qx n  /Co if  empty, removed. More precisely, tlie sets J x  n  Kj  
give the node sets o f the connected components o f Jx fi/C , and so knowledge o f tliese, coupled 
with tlie correspondence between C{n)  and Ç (n)  w ill yield the classification type o f ?/.
Let us first recall tlie correspondence: Let A E C{n)  such tliat A N m  <  n, witli components 
{Ai},>Q. Then A corresponds to the graph J  G G{n),  with node sets { J } i ,  where
i. \ J - i  \ — \ J i \ ~  Xi fo r 7 >  0.
ii. | | J o |  =  Xo =  n ~  m.
iii. If — 1 ,1  G J )  tlien A G 0 <n,
If —1,2  G J 1 then A G ,
If 1 ,2  G J  then A G Cn,
Otherwise A G Ci.
(a) J  G 01
We have that Jo =  { }, and all nodes in |Jj>o J  tue positive.
Suppose first that J2 i , j>o =  D i,7>o ^  ^~.i \ is even. Then since the parity
o f X is even it follows tliat tlie number o f w G Ui>o ^ ACo such that < 0, if  any, 
must be even. However, since { J x  n  /Co},>o are node sets o f connected components of 
J x  n  K  appearing after Jqx n  Ko in the ordered representation of J x  n  K,  it follows 
that u =  —1 is the only possibility for u. However, we need an even number o f such u 
and so it follows that there aie no negative numbers in U*>o.7>o Therefore,
by die correspondence, die composition r} diat conesponds to J x  n  /C belongs to or 
Cl if  i]i ~  1.
Alternatively, if  Yl i , j>o ^  K - j  \ is odd, dien since the paiity of x
is even, it follows that an odd number o f u belong to U t> o  P*-'*'’ ^  such that w <  0 . 
Since { J x  n  /Co}*>o aie node sets o f J x  n  /C appearing after J o x  fi Ko  in die ordered 
representation of J x  n  K,  it follows diat u =  —1, Hence —1 G U i > o ,7> o ^  By 
the correspondence it follows that the composition i] corresponding to J x  D /C belongs 
toC^, or Cl if  771 =  1.
(b) J  G 0 n
Since Jo =  { }, and all nodes in [Jt>o J  aie posidve, we may iimnediately deduce diat 
if  Zli,7>o ^*{-,7) is even dieii 77 G C„, or Ci if  771 =  1 and if  Yl i , j>o ^K-j )  is odd, then 
rj G C'n, or Cl if  771 =  1
(c) J  €  0:.
Here aldiough Jb =  { }, not all nodes in J  aie positive, and so we must use a 
different argument.
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If =  12 i, j>o 1^ ^  n  fC-j  \ is even tlien since i>{JC) =  1C, we have that
i j>0 i,j>0
is even. However, tp{J) €  Gn, and in tliis case, 1 G n  /Co, and so
i(-i,i) = _1 E ^ ( |J  n /Co) = U  J x  n /Co.
»>0 »>0
Hence by the correspondence 77 G C^, or Ci if  771 =  1 .
Similaily, if  J2i,j>o =  I2i j>o \CJ%^  Ci /C_j| is odd, tlien since ^(/C) =  /C, we
have tliat
Y] |V'(J)V^ (®) Cl V''(/C-j)l = X) n/c_j]
i j > 0  i , i > 0
is odd. Now i|Z'(J) E  0 n, and so w e can deduce from tlie argument for tliis case that 
- 1  E U*>o V»(C7i)^ (x )  n /Co. Therefore,
(-1 )^“ ^’^  ^ =  1 E V'CU C A^ o) =  [ J  JiX D /Co,
j > 0  i > 0
and so 77 G Cn or Ci if  771 =  1.
(d) J  G 0 <n*
If I J i x  n /Col { } ,  tlien via tlie conespondence, it follows that 77 corresponding to 
J x  n JC belongs to C<«, unless j Jox  n /Co| =  2 , in which case, by tlie earlier remark on 
tliis situation, 77 G C i.
If Zoo =  0 , it follows tliat Cl /Co w ill contain either 1 or —1 . If either 1 or - 1
is the only member o f a node set o f J x  n /C, tlien it follows tliat 77 G Ci. Let us assume 
tills does not happen; tlien if  U .>o *7ix n /Co contains 1, tlien
i(-i.i) = -1  G U  i>{JiY>{x) n (^/Co).
t > 0
However, since J ,/C  G G<n it follows that ^ ( J )  =  J ,  V-’(/Co) =  /Co, and ^ (x ) G 
X J ^ C \ X k .  In addition, the matrix ( (x ) ,  w ill be identical to ( ( i/ '(x )) . Therefore, for such 
a mati ix, to know if  77 w ill belong to Cn or C^, we must know, in addition, whether I or 
—1 respectively belongs to Uf>o Jixf\K,Q. By tlie conespondence if  1 G U i>o JxPi/Co,
tlien 77 G Cn, however, i f —1 G Ut>o CT^ x n /Co, then 77 G C^.
At tills stage we note tliat each matiix coiresponds to an x g  XJ^  n X k , unless J ,  AC G G<n,  
and Zoo =  0 , then by point 4 d above, tlie matrix coiresponds to two double coset representatives in 
X J ^  n X k , X and x',  where x' =  •0(x).
If w e now recode the basis elements X j ,  given in Solomon’s Theorem, to B \ ,  where A and J  
correspond via tlie correspondence between C(a) and 0(7%), then we are ready to give a matrix 
interpretation o f Solomon’s Theorem for the descent algebra o f D „ .
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Proposition 2  For every fi E C{n) let be the unique set o f  minimal length left coset represent­
atives o f  Dn/ D^t .  Let
B f i -  Xcr£Xf,
Let  \ , p E  C{n).  Let  X be a composition o f  I <  n, with components A i , . . .  , A^ , and let p  be a 
composition o f  m  <  n, with components /ui , . . .  , ps ,  then
BxBfi  =  X - ^ ^
where the sum is over all matrices, z  — ( z i j ) ,  where i =  - s , . . . ,  s and j  =  —r , . . .  ,r , with 
non-negative integer entries that satisfy
Y2 i = - s  j  ^  0,
(h) Y2i=:-$ «^0 =  2(71 — I),
(C) ^ i j  — P\i\y I 9  ^ 0,
(d) Zoj ~  2 (77. -  77l),
(e) Zij =
(f) IfX,  p E C i U C n U  C‘n, then
i. I f X E C i C  Cn and p  E C^, or X E a n d p E C i U  Cn then -^ »(-.7)
ii. Otherwise Y^  ^ j^QZij^ j^'  ^ is even.
For each matrix, z ,  77 is the composition in C{n) obtained by omitting the zero components o f  
[ z o i , . . . , Zor )^ 1 (—r ) , ' * "  t)r [^Zqo ; ^011 - - » , ^O r , r) i • • • i If ^ 00  — 2, SUCll tllOt
1. I fp  E Cl, then 77 is plain.
2. If  p  E Cn, then 77 is plain.
3 . I f p  E Cn, then 77 is primed, unless the first component is 1, in which case, 77 is plain.
4 . I f  p  E C<n>
(a) I f X E C i U  Cn and odd, or  A G C» and Y l i j x )  - ^ * ( - .7 )  hs even, then 77 is 
prim ed  / f  771 >  2,
(b) IfX  E C<n and  zoo =  0, then 77 is plain, but Brj is replaced by B,, +  7/771 >  2, or
2B,, ifrii =  1.
(c) Otherwise 77 is plain.
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Rem ark Observe that the classification o f 77 is a summaiy o f tlie analysis o f 77 tliat we have just 
carried out. Note that conditions 1, 2 , and 3 correspond to cases 1, 2 , and 3 respectively.
Notice that condition 4a corresponds to when 77 6  €„ in cases 4a, 4b, and 4 c; condition 4b corres­
ponds to when zoo =  0 in case 4d; and condition 4c deals with when 77 ^ in cases 4a, 4b, 4c, and 
when Zoo 9^  0 in case 4d.
This proposition is rather unwieldy to use in practice, however, it can be further simplified. To do 
this we need to make three observations. For the first, let A and p be compositions of C(7i) such 
tliat A 1= / <  71 has components A i , . . .  , A ,^ and p ^ m  <  n has components p i , . . .  ,Ps. In view 
of Proposition 2, to obtain 77 we only need to know the matrix entries zqi , . . .  , zo,-, zi(_r), . . .  , z,r. 
Using the equation z,-,- =  Z(_,)(_ 7) we can rewrite conditions (a) to (d) of Proposition 2 as
1. zoj -f  ~  .^71 3 7^  0»
2 . Z^QQ T  y If—I i^o — n Z,
3 . Zio  •+• "b ~  P i ,  7 ^ 0
4 . A Zoo +  zoj - n - m .
Hence instead o f using ( 2 s  +  1) x  (27’ +  1) matrices such tliat conditions (a) to (e) of Proposition 2 









1. Zoj +  = — -A.? ' j  7^  0,
2 . I ] - = o ^*0 =  n ~ l ,
3 .  Zio +  y ^ j —1 (zji  +  ^*(—.7) )  ~  Pi J * 7^  0»
4 .  E j'= o  ^0.7 -  n - m .
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As in tlie previous section, P  corresponds to a template
Z o i ZQ2 Z O r
2/11 y  12 y i r
z i i Z l 2 Z i r
y  s i y s 2 y s r
Z s l Z s 2 Z s r
Z i j Z i j
[ - 3 ) <4- V i j
by the correspondence
for 7 =  0 , 1 , . . .  ,s, j  =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  r, when mapping Zij, and i =  1 , . .. ,s, j  =  0 , 1 , . . .  when 
mapping
Our conditions on P  now become tlie following conditions on t
1. Zoj +  +  Vij) — Xj, J ^  0,
2 - E i = 0 = n - l ,
3. ZjO 4- —1 (Zji 4- 7/ij) — Pi) 7 9  ^ 0 ,
4 .  E . î= o  ^0; =  n - m .
The second observation is tliat if X, p £  Ci U Cn U C ,^ tlien J q =  fCo =  { } .  This implies that each 
of tlie matrices (zj,- ) in Proposition 2 satisfies
Zoo 4- X  ^'0 "b X  0^.7 -  0,i — — s y=: —r
or in terms of tlie coiresponding templates
Zqo 4" ^  ''j Zjo 4“ ^   ^zqj — 0. 
i=l j=i
Let us define this latter sum to be the border sum, B{t), of a template t, and 3^(t) =  E i,? Vij 
be the y-sum. Then, in teims of templates, condition (f) of Proposition 2 may be re-written as: if 
B{t) =  0 , then is odd if
1. A G Cl U C-n and p G , or
2. A G Cn 3nd p £ Cl U Cn.
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Otherwise >"(*) is even.
Combining these two observations, w e may replace tlie set o f (2s + 1) x (2r + 1) matrices witli non­
negative integer entiles such that conditions (a) to (f) o f Proposition 2  hold, by tlie set o f templates 
Z { \ ,  p) ,  where Z{X,  p)  is defined as follows.
If A, and p  are compositions in C{n)  such that A t= Z <  ji has components Ai, Ag, . . .  , A ,^ and 
p  \= m  <  n has components p i , p 2 , . . . ,Ps ,  then the template t  belongs to Z{X,  p)  if  and only if  
tlie following five conditions hold.
1. Zoj 4- E j= i(^ *j 1" Vij) ~  3 7^  9 ,
2. E i=o *^0 — n — I,
3. Zio 4" F  Vij) — Pit 2 7^  0,
4 . E J = 0 0^.7 = n ~ m ,
5 . l f I3 { t )=0 , y { t )  is odd if
(a) A G Cl U Cfi and p  G C ,^ or
(b) X E Cn and p E Ci U Cn.
Otherwise 3/( t)  is even.
The last observation is that tlie classification o f rj in Proposition 2  can be realised in terms of%(A, p),  
and>'(t) as:
Let A G C(n). Let t  be a template, and tlie reading word  o f t ,  r{ t ) ,  be
[zoi I Zq2 , . . . , Zor ,t/l2,yil,Zio,Zll,Zl2,... , Z$Q, Z ^ \ ,• * . ; Zgr]
witli zero entries removed, or
[ l , Z q i  , Zq2 j  • * . , ZQr, t/lr,*** , t/12, t/ll, ZiQ, Zn , Z1 2 , * . * } Z l r ,  • • • , Z $Q,  Z ^ j , Z^ 21 * * • , ,*]
witli zero entiles removed, if  zoo =  1 . Let rj =  r{ t ) .  Let Bt  be the sum o f tlie basis elements 
yielded by t .  We note tliat in most cases w e w ill get one summand, apart from when we are dealing 
witli case 4b in Proposition 2 . Then
1. I f / / G Cl,
B ^B ^= Y ,  %
tez(xai )
where Bt  — B^.
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2. If p  G Cn,
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where Bt  =  Brj.
3 . If p e C ' n ,
where Bt  =  B,y,  or B,, if  t/i =  1.
4 . If p E
where
X ) B.
BaB^ =  X  Bt
t £Z{ X, f i )
BxB^ =  y ^  Bt
tQZ{X,ii)
(a) If A G Cl U Cn and y{t) is odd, or A G C  ^ and y{t) is even, then Bt  =  B ,,,, if  j/i >  2,
(b) If A G C<„ and zoo =  0 , tlien Bt  =  B,, -{- B„/, or 2B„ if  j/i =  1.
(c) Otlierwise Bt  =  Brj,
Hence, witli tliese tliree observations in mind we can simplify tlie re-statement o f Solomon’s The­
orem.
2.3.1 The matrix interpretation
Consider “templates” witli tlie following foim
Zoo Zoi Z02 • Zor
2/11 2/12 • 2/1 r
Zio Z ll Zl2 . . Zir
y si ys2 ■ 2/sr
\z ,0 z , i Za2 . Z$r j
where
1. A ll entr ies in a template are non-negative integers,
2 . The y-lines do not have entries in column 0 .
Let the above template establish generic names for entr ies in a template.
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Recall that tlie border-sum, B{t), of tlie template is the sum
Zoo +  ^'0 "*■ 0^.7»=1
and tlie y-sum, y{t), is Vij • Tlie reading word, r{t),  of a given template t is given by
[ z o i  ) Z o 2  ) • • • ) Z o r  l î / l D * . *  ) y i 2 , J / l l , Z l o ,  Z n  , Z l 2  , • .  • , Z i r ,  • • • » Z g O ,  Z g  1 ,  Z f 2 1  • • • i  Z g , ]
with zero entires omitted, unless zoo =  1, in which case r(t) is given by
[1, Zqx , Zo2 ) • ' ' , Zor , y i r , * **  j y i 2 , y i l , Z i o , Z i i , Z i 2 , » * i  j Z i , . , . . .  , Z g Q, Z g  i , Zs2, • • • , Z^r]
with zero entries omitted.
If A, and p are compositions in C{n)  such that A t= / < n,  and p m. < n,  tlien we recall that 
Z { \ , p )  is tlie set of templates, t, such that
1 . Z(ij +  Y j i j i o i v i i  "b ^ i j )  — y 3 7^ 0 ,
2. YJi Z}0 — 77 Z,
3' Z(0 +  "b Zij) ~  Pi, i ^  0,
4 . E .7 ^oj =  n - m ,
5. IfB (f)= 0 ,y (t) is odd if
(a) A G Cl U Cn and p G C^, or
(b) A G C'j and // G Ci U C».
Otlierwise 3^  (f) is even.
Theorem 6 For eveiy p G C(n), let be the unique set of minimal length left coset representatives
ofDn/Dfg. Let
By, =  ^ X  (7".
Let A G C(7i). Let t b e a  template, and q =  r{t). Let Bt be the sum of the basis elements yielded by 
t. Then
I. If p E Cl,
where Bt =  B,,.
b k b „ =  %
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2. I f  P E Cn,
E  B t
t &Z{ X, n)
where B t —
3. I fp  E C'n,
B \B y  = Bt
t £ Z { X , n )
where B t =  or Br, ifq i  =  1.
4. I f  p E C<n,
tÇ .Z { \ , i i )
where
(a) IfX  E Cl I) Cn a n d y{t) is odd, or X E C'^  a n d y{t) is even. îhenBt — B„/, if  ip > 2,
(b) IfX  E C<n and zoo =  0, then Bt -  Br, + or 2B,, i f  ip =  1.
(c) Otherwise Bt = Br,.
Some examples of tliis matrix interpretation in use can be found in Appendix A.
Chapter 3
The p-modular descent algebra
“Generalities aie intellectually necessaiy evils” 
-A . Huxley, Brave New World
When group algebras were hi st investigated for their pivotal role in the representation theory of finite 
groups, they were studied over a field of zero characteristic, for example [Burl 1], [FS06]. Since their 
str ucture constants witli respect to tlie basis {g}g£G are integers, it followed that they could also be 
defined over a field of prime characteristic, p. Furthermore, research into this “p-modular” version 
of a group algebra was seen to contribute significantly, via modular- representation tlieory, to tlie 
subject of group theory, and since then such investigations have played an important, role in tlie 
study of algebra, for example [Bra39], [Bra56], [BN37], [BN41] (for extensive examples in either 
case consult tlie Bibliography in [CR62]).
The descent algebra is a subalgebra of the group algebra, and we have seen (Chapter 1) how 
all properties established for it so far have been over the rationals. Hence it is natural to ask if there 
might exist a p-modular analogue, since it may reveal more about tlie subject in a way similar to that 
seen for group theory. Certainly, we can answer tliis, for it is not difficult to see tliat a p-modulai* 
analogue does exist for each descent algebra. Recall Solomon’s Theorem:
Let W be a Coxeter group, with generating set S. For evety subset K  ofS, let
Xk  =  ^  £t.
Then for subsets J and K  in S
Xj Xk  =  y^ a jK L ^ L
where u j k l  is the number o f elements x G X J^ n X k  such that x~^Wjx  n W k — Wl, with 
L =  x~^Jx D K.
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From tliis we see that since tlie set of all Xk  is a basis for Ew,  tlie structure constants of Ew are 
the integers ajKL.  Hence, tlie Z-module, Zw ,  spanned by all Xk  is a subring of Ew,  and we are 
able to define descent algebras over a field of characteristic p.
Let p be any prime, and let Vw — P^w, which is an ideal of Zw  • We define E{W, p) =  Zw  /V w  
to be tlie p-modular descent algebra of W.  Then E{W,p) is our desired descent algebra over Pp, 
the field of order p.
Now that we have defined the p-modular descent algebra, we must establish some properties of it. 
Clearly we cannot hope to establish here the equivalent of what is known for Eyy. After all, tliis 
knowledge has taken 20 years to collect. However, we can provide a base, and since Solomon’s 
work in [Sol76] initiated research into E w , it seems fitting to establish an analogy to tlie results seen 
there. To do this, we recall one of the main results of [SoI7Q, the identification of the radical of . 
This Solomon obtained using the following constructs.
If K  is any subset of S, let x k  be tlie permutation chaiacter of W  acting on the right cosets of 
Wk . Let Gw  be tlie Z-module generated by all x k , tlien by the Mackey formula, (Theorem 44.3, 
[CR62]), Gw  is indeed an algebra. Define 6 to be tlie unique linear transformation tliat satisfies
9{Xk)  =  XK- 
Witli tliis Solomon proved the following theorem:
Theorem 7 LetO : Ew  M- Gw, such that${XK) =  x k - Then 6 is an algebra homomorphism, and 
ker0 =  rad(Eiy). Moreover, rad(Svi/) is spanned by all differences X j — Xk , where J and K  are 
conjugate subsets of S.
Our aim, tlierefore, is to determine rad(2 (If, p)), for a given p. As we shall see, its description can 
indeed be given in a style similar to Theorem 7.
Let pi be tlie natural projection Zw  2(VF,p), and let %  =  Pi{Xk).  Then ( X j \ J  Ç 5’} is a 
basis for E(IF, p) and
X j X k  — y^ .n jK L X  L
where cljkl is the image of ojkl in Pp. Since each generalised character in Gw  has integer 
character values, it follows tliat we may reduce the chaiacter values mod p. Let pg be tlie map 
defined on Gw  by tlie reduction of chaiacter values mod p, and let tlie image of G w  under pv be 
denoted by G (IF, p). Tlien tlie map
4&:2(If,p)^-^G(IF,p)
defined by
<j){pi{x)) =  P2 {B{x)) for all X G Zw
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is clearly well defined and is an algebra homomorphism. Indeed, it is this homomorphism tliat we 
shall eventually use to describe rad( 2 (If, p)).
3.1 The radical and irreducible representations of S(W, p)
Since we intend to use ^ to describe ra d (2 ( I f  , p)), it follows that we will need to know more about 
G{W,p).  This we can achieve through tlie permutation characters x k , hi particular, tlie study of 
their character values. To do this we must recall the following.
Let K  be a subset of S. Then we say that ck is a Coxeter element of K  if ck is a product of all tlie 
elements of A'. By Chapter 5, Section 6, Proposition 1, [Bou68] we know tliat all such products are 
conjugate in I f .  We also partially order the subsets of S  by conjugate inclusion: tlierefore we define 
J i X Jg if and only if J\ c  for some w e W .  Let us now fix a total ordering on the subsets of 
S  tliat extends this partial order.
We are now ready to learn more about G (If, p).
Lemma 9 If A and B are subgroups of a finite group G then
\{Ax\AxB  =  Ax}\  =  [Ag(A) : A]\{A^\B C
Proof AxB =  Ax if and only if A^B — A® if and only if B Ç A® and so
{x\AxB — Ax}  ~  {x|B ÇA®}
The set on tlie left-hand side is a union of cosets of A while, on tlie right-hand side, every conjugate 
A® of A is associated witli |]Vg(A)| elements x. Therefore
|A ||{Ax|AxB =  Ax}I =  |AG(A)||{A®|B Ç A^}\
and tlie result follows. □
Lemma 10 x j {c k ) =  ajK i<  =  [^ ^ .( I f j )  : I F j ] |{ I f J l l f ^  Ç I f / } }
P ro o f The first equality is contained in Theorem 6.2 of [BBHT92]. To prove tlie second equality 
we argue from tlie definitions. By Theorem 1 u j k k  =  | { x  € n  X k \Wk  ç  I f ;} |.  However, 
if X e  X J ^  and Wk  C W f  then x is a word of shortest lengtli in I f  jx  and xIf/<- C I f  jx ; therefore 
X is a word of shortest length in x Wk  and so x G X k  . Hence
a j K K  =  \ { x e X Y \ W K Ç W f ) \
=  |{ I f jx |I f ;c  Ç WJ}\
=  l{ lf jx |I f jX lfK  =  If jx } i
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and tlie result now follows from the previous lemma. □
Corollary 1 /. %j(cj) =  a j j j  — [Nw{Wj )  : Wj]  9  ^ 0.
2. Xj(cj)  =  a j j j  divides x j(c/c) =  ajKK for all J and K.
It follows from Theorem 7 that x j {ck) =  Xj '{ck ) for all K,  if J  and J ' aie conjugate subsets of
S. Also, if K  and K'  are conjugate subsets of S  then ck  and ck> are conjugate and so xj{^-k) =  
Xj {ck') for all J. Motivated by tliese two observations we now select a fixed representative from 
every set of conjugate subsets of S  and we consider tlie matrix R  =  [xj(cjr)] whose rows and 
columns are indexed by tliese representatives ordered according to tlie total ordering on subsets of S 
defined above.
Let r be tlie number of rows of R  and let s be tlie number of rows indexed by subsets J with 
p\[Nw{Wj)  : Wj].
Lemma 11 1. R is a lower triangular matrix of rank r =  dim Gw.
2. The p-rank of R ( — dim G{W, p)) is r — s.
P ro o f  If tlie entr y x j(c /r)  of R  is non-zero tlien, by Lemma 10, tliere exists to G W  with Wk ç  
Wj  and so K  equals J, or K  precedes J in the conjugate inclusion order on subsets of S. Thus R  
is indeed lower triangular and since, by Corollary 1 , x j ( c j )  9  ^ 0 , B has full rank r  =  dim Gw-
If p divides a diagonal entry of R  tlien, by Corollary 1, p divides every entry of that row. Thus tlie 
rank of R  mod p (i.e. d im G (lf ,p )) is tlie number of non-zero rows in R  mod p and this, by 
Corollary 1 again, is r  — s. □
Now tliat we know more about G {W,p), it only remains to prove tlie following lemma before we 
can identify rad ( S  ( IF, p) ).
Lemma 12 1. E{W,p)/ra.d{E{W,p)) is commutative.
2. Every nilpotentelement ofE{W, p) lies in rad(E(IF, p)).
PROOF Let 9 1 be the restriction of 9  to Z w . Then maps Z w  onto the commutative ring Gw  • 
By Theorem 7, the kernel of 9i is tlie Z-module R w  spanned by all X j  — X k  where J  and K  are 
conjugate subsets of S, and is a nilpotent ideal of Zw .  In particular* p i {R w )  is a nilpotent ideal 
of E(IF,p), and tlierefore p \ {R w) Q rad(E(IF,p)). Hence tliere exists an ideal J y  of Ew,  the 
pre-image of rad(E(IF, p)), such thatRw Q Bw m d S w / V w  — rad(E(IF,p)). Since E(IF,p) =  
Z w i V w ,  E (IF ,p)/rad(E(IF ,p)) =  Z w I S w  is a homomorphic image of /B-w/ =  Gw-  Since 
tlie latter ring is commutative tlie first part follows.
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If X is any nilpotent element of E{W,p)  tlien tlie coset x -j- racl(S(IF,p)) is a nilpotent element 
ill the commutative semi-simple algebra S(IF ,p)/rad(E(IF ,p)) and so is zero. Therefore x € 
rad(E(IF,p)). □
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.
T heorem s rad(E(VF,p)) =  ker0. Moreover, rad(E(IF,p)) is spanned by all X j  ~ X k  where 
J ,K  are conjugate subsets of S, together with all'Xj for which p divides [Nw{Wj)  ; Wj].
Proof First we note tliat rad(E(IF,p)) Ç ker This follows since tlie image of  ^ is a space of 
functions defined over a field and is tlierefore semi-simple. Consequently the two-sided nilpotent 
ideal <^(rad(E(IF, p))) must be zero.
Now we prove tliat, if p|[ Am/(Wy) ; IFj], then e  rad(E(IF,p)). From the definition of a j /c l  in 
Theorem 1, Hj k l  =  0  unless L Ç K  and, by Corollary 1, ü j k k  =  0  also. Thus X j X k  is a linear 
combination of elements X l  witli L c  K  (and so |T| < |A | — 1). Now, by induction, it follows 
tliat X^jXk is a linear combination of elements X l  with |A| < |A | — < and so Xk=T3 for
all K.  In pai ticular X j  is nilpotent and so X j  G rad(E(IF,p)) by Lemma 12.
The elements X j  -  X k  where J  and K  are conjugate subsets of S  are all nilpotent, and, by 
Lemma 12, lie in rad(E(IF,p)). They span a space U of dimension dim rad(EM/ ) =  diniEn/ — 
dimGiv =  — r. In addition there are s elements X j  conesponding to tliose rows of R  for
which p\[Nw{Wj)  : Wj]  which also lie in rad(E(IF,p)). These, together witli U, span a space 
of dimension 2"-^ — r +  s — 2”“  ^ — dim G ( IF, p) =  dim ker Hence dimra.d(E(IF,p)) > 
dim ker <j).
This proves that kexcj) =  rad(E(IF,p)) as required and that it is spanned by the desired set of 
elements. □
In addition to tliis, we can also explicitly describe the iireducible representations of E(IF, p). Let 
E  denote the set of subsets of S  that index tlie columns of R. For each K  E E define the map 
Q by
=  ^(.x)(c/<-) for all X G Ew  
Since 0 is a homomorphism it follows tliat
ù<{^y) =  ^(‘Tp)(c/c)
=  ù c { x ) x ù < { y )
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as chaiacters are pointwise multiplicative. Tlierefore, is also a homomorphism, and a 1- dimen­
sional representation of S iy . Notice tliat is completely determined by its values on basis elements 
A'j, tliat^jf (%j) =  6{Xj ){c k ) =  x j(c/c)i and die values of are determined by die appropriate 
columns of the matrix R. In particular, the set of all k^ \zw dike integer values and reducing diese 
values modulo p we shall obtain a set of r  — s linearly independent columns of R. Moreover, from 
Theorem 8, we know diat p) has r  — s irreducible representations, and therefore R  reduced 
modulo p has exacdy r  — s distinct columns. It is precisely these that we can take as die iiTeducible 
representations of B(IF,p).
In the next chapter we give, for die descent algebras of the Coxeter groups of types A and B, a rule 
for choosing an appropriate set of?' —s columns of R.
Chapter 4
The p-modular descent algebras of 
types A  and B
“Variety’s the very spice of life” 
-  W. Cowpen The Task
Solomon’s paper, [Sol76], established some key results for the descent algebra of any Coxeter group 
over the rationals. However, as we have seen in Chapter 1, major advances in the subject were 
made tlirough tlie study of specific Coxeter group families ([GR89], [BB92a], [Bei"92]). In tlie last 
chapter, we followed Solomon’s lead by deriving some results for the p-modular descent algebras 
irrespective of tlieir classification, although from the examples we have just cited, we might expect 
tliat furtlier progress in this field will now be made through the study of specific families. It is for 
tliis reason that in tliis chapter we restate tlie results of Chapter 3 in the notation of Chapter 2, for 
tlie symmetiic and hyperoctahedral groups. This will not. only allow a direct comparison of our 
results witli tliose of [GR89], [BB92a], and [Ber92] to be made, but, as we shall see, also allows 
more detailed results concerning these descent algebras to be derived. As with Chapter 2, we can 
adopt a common approach to tliis study of the descent algebras of tlie syimnetric and hyperoctahedral 
groups, and it is this tliat we now give.
We stai t by recalling the matiix interpretation of our descent algebra over tlie rationals. Then we 
define two binary relations, % and =^ , on the set of compositions tliat we are dealing with as follows. 
If A, p  are any two compositions, tlien we say that A «  // if A and // deteimine the same pai tition, that 
is tliey aie the same when their components are re-ordered into numerically non-increasing order. 
Note tliat «  is an equivalence relation. We say tliat A if we can obtain // from A by using an 
algorithm associated witli tlie given descent algebra that involves replacing adjacent components of
66
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A by tlieir sum. In each case tliis relation is reflexive and transitive.
From here we define an equivalence on tlie matrices that appear in tlie matrix inteipretation, and 
using tliis and our binary relations, deduce some properties concerning the stincture constants of 
our chosen descent algebras. Then we restate multiplication in the p-modular descent algebra in 
terms of a matrix interpretation, and note how results concerning the structure constants alter in this 
case. Combining tliese p-modular properties with the results of Chapter 3, we obtain an explicit 
description of the radical of our chosen p-modular descent algebras. With this knowledge and the 
following lemma, we are then able to derive the respective irreducible representations.
Definition 8 A p-singular partition (composition) of an integer n is a partition (composition) with at 
least one component divisible by p. A p-regular partition (composition) of an integer n is a partition 
(composition) with no component divisible by p.
Lemma 13 (p41 [JK81 ]) Let p be a prime and n be a non-negative integer, then the number of 
partitions of n with a component of multiplicity p or more is equal to the number of p-singular 
partitions of n.
We tlien intioduce a chain of ideals 3} for our p-modular descent algebra, 'E{W, p), where
2(1^, p) =  31 D Tg D . . .  D 2  =  0
and show tliat rad(2(IV, p)) raised to successive powers lie in ideals further along tlie chain. Using 
tliis, and the study of a specific element belonging to tlie radical, we determine tlie nilpotency index 
ofrad(S(PV,p)).
4.1 The p-modular descent algebra of the symmetric groups
As we saw in Chapter 3, to study tlie p-modular descent algebra, we must first study the descent 
algebra over tlie rationals. Therefore, let us look at a little more. To do tliis let us recall tlie 
mati ix inteipretation in this case.
Let B \ , 5/i be basis elements of E g ,, where A =  [A%, . . .  , A^ ] and p =  [pi , . . .  , //.,] are compos­
itions of n. Let Z { \ , p )  be tlie set of matrices z  =  (zij) with non-negative integer entiles such 
tliat
1. Zij =  A;, for each j  =  1 ,2 , . . .  ,r.
2. Ylj  for each i =  1 , 2 , . . .  , s.
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Multiplication in E g, is tlien given by
5 a 5/i =
n
where rj is the composition of n obtained by omitting zero entries in [zu,  zi3 , . . . ] ,  and «A,:,; is the 
number of matrices in Z{X,p)  that yield p.
We write A p if the components of p can be obtained from the components of A by summing 
adjacent components of A.
Definition 9 Two matrices are said to be column equivalent if one can be obtained from the other 
by permuting the columns.
We now use this definition and our binary relations to derive some properties of Eg , that can be 
deduced easily from its matrix inteipretation.
Lemma 14 Let B \ and 5/, be basis elements q/"Eg, and suppose that, in the composition X, the 
number of components equal to i is denoted by U. Then
1. If the coefficient of Bj^  in B\B^ is non-zero then q ■< p.
2. The coefficient of B^ in the product B\Bfi is a multiple o f t i \ t 2 \ . .  and this coefficient 
depends on the column equivalence class ofX only.
3. IfX «  p, the coefficient ofB^ in 5 a 5/* is exactly UÜ2! • • -
P ro o f The first statement follows since if B  ^ is a non-zero summand in tlie product 5a 5 /,, tlien 
there exists a matrix whose reading word is q. However, tlie entries of each row of tlie matrix sum 
to give a component of p. Hence q p. To prove tlie remaining statements let p — [pi , . . .  , p&]. A 
matrix z  e  Z{X,p)  which contributes to tlie coefficient of B \ in B\B^  satisfies
^  Zi j =  Pi and ^  Zij ~  Xj 
.7 *
and tlie non-zero entiies of tlie rows of z ,  if read in serial order, yield p i , . . .  , p«. It follows tliat the 
i-tli row of z  has a single non-zero entry which is equal to p,-. Note also that, since all Xj >  0, every 
column of z  has at least one non-zero entry.
The set of matrices Q (if any) which satisfy these conditions falls into a number of column equival­
ence classes. Each of these classes has precisely Ul tg!.. .<»,! members since tlie set of columns of 
one of tlie matiices in Q witli a common sum may be permuted arbitraiily. Thus tlie coefficient of 
Bfi in 5 a5 / ,  is indeed a multiple of Ul tg!.. .t„! If q is some composition equivalent to A the set
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of matrices that is analogous to Q is related to Q by pennuting columns. This proves the second 
statement. For tlie tliird statement we note that, when A w p, Q consists of exactly one column 
equivalence class since then tlie matrices will have exactly one non-zero entiy in each column as 
well as each row. □
From Chapter 3 we recall that if X j  is a basis element of , and pi is tlie natural homomoiphism 
between Zw  and S(PF, p), then tlie set of all where X j  =  pi (Xj),  forms a basis for E(1V, p). 
We also recall that the multiplicative action in E( VF, p) is tliat same as that in Z w  except all coef­
ficients are now reduced modulo p. It follows that {5a|A t= n} is a basis for £(5'n ,p) and that 
Lemma 14 holds also for basis elements B \,  5 /, of E (5 n , p) except tliat tlie coefficients in question 
must be reduced modulo p.
Theorem 9 rad(E(S'n,p)) is spanned by all B \  -  5/, with A «  p together with all B \ where A 
has a component of multiplicity p  or more.
Proof This result will follow immediately from Theorem 8 if we can prove tliat J K  if and only
if their associated compositions, by condition ( 2.1), A and p detennine the same partition, and that 
p divides [iVg, [Wj) : Wj] if and only if tlie composition, A, associated witli J  has a component of 
multiplicity p or more.
If J  is conjugate to K  under some element x G Sn, tlien it follows by definition tliat. J x  — K. 
Moreover, each node set Ji  of J  satisfies JiX — K j for some node set /Cj of K. From this it follows 
tliat I J i  1 =  \ K j \ ,  and by noting that x is a bijection we can immediately deduce that the compositions 
A and p , determined by J  and K  respectively, consist of the same components, that is A % p.
If p divides [Ng,{VFj) : VFj], then by Corollary 1, p divides the coefficient of X j  in the product 
X j .  In terms of our recoded basis elements, by Lemma 14, tliis is equivalent to saying that p divides 
t iH2 \ .. where it is tlie multiplicity of i in the composition. A, corresponding to J .  From this it 
follows that A contains a component of multiplicity p or more.
Since both tliese aiguments are reversible, the result follows. □
Now we shall describe tlie iiTeducible representations of S (5 n ,p )  in even more detail than in 
Chapter 3.
Let R  be tlie matrix of basis elements of Gg, described in Chapter 3. From tliis chapter we know 
tliat a set of columns of R  reduced mod p, Rp, may be chosen to represent the irreducible rep­
resentations of E (5n,p). By Corollaiy 1 we know tliat the row rank of Rp is tlie number of rows 
indexed by those iiTeducible characters xj  for which p f a.jjj .  For each such character, let A be the 
composition of n tliat corresponds to J  via ( 2.1), and let U be the multiplicity of i in A. Lemma 14 
tlien implies that p j" .. .it„! and tlierefore tliat A contains no component of multiplicity p or
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more. Thus, tlie row rank, Vp, of Rp,  is tlie number of paititions with no part of multiplicity p or 
more. In addition, since Vp is also tlie column rank of Rp it follows tliat Rp has at least Vp distinct 
columns.
Now we need to find a maximal set of distinct columns. Let K  Ç S  and let ck  be a Coxeter element 
such tliat K  coiTesponds to a composition A =  {A,- },• via ( 2.1). Then ck  has order lcm( Ai, Ag,. . . ) .  
Moreover it follows that p  does not divide the order of ck  if and only if all A,- ai e co-prime to p. By 
Lemma 40.3 [CR62] we know tliat for any x 6 5», we can write x =  æiæg where commutes 
with X2 , the order of æi is not divisible by p, and the order of zg is a power of p. From Section 82, 
p587 [CR62], we know that for every character, %, we have that %(z) =  %(zi) mod p. Therefore 
in trying to find a maximal set of distinct columns of Rp,  we need only be concerned witli tliose 
columns headed by K  where K  conesponds to a p-regular composition via ( 2.1). However tlie 
column rank of Rp  is equal to rp, which by Lemma 13 is equal to the number of p-regular pai titions 
of n. Therefore, it follows tliat tlie set of columns of Rp headed by K  where K  conesponds to a 
p-regular composition of n via (2.1) are all distinct, and moreover:
Theorem 10 Let R  he the matrix of characters given in Chapter 3, and Rp be this matrix whose 
entries have been reduced modulo p. Then the irreducible representations qfE(S'n, p) may be taken 
as those columns of Rp indexed by subsets of S that correspond to p-regular compositions ofn  via 
( 2 .1).
Let Tm be tlie ideal of E (5n , p) spanned by all Bp where p  has m or more components. Then 
2(6:», p) =  Ti D 3b 2  . . .  2  TX D Tk+i =  0
Lemma 15 rad(S(5„,p))Tm  Ç 31»+i
P ro o f  Let p be a composition with at least m components (so tliat Bp G Tm) and consider tlie 
product XBp  for each of tlie spanning elements of rad(E(6:»,p)) given in Theorem 9. Such a 
product is, by Lemma 14, a linear combination of terms Be with e :< q but, as we now prove, tlie 
term Bp itself occurs witli coefficient zero. There are two cases to consider:
1. X  =  B \  ~ Bp,  X ^  p. By Lemma 14, the coefficients of Bp  in botli B \ B p  and Bp B p  are
equal; thus, in {B x  — B p ) B p ,  tlie coefficient of Bp  is zero.
2. X  =  B \  where A has U components equal to i with at least one U being p or more. Again, by 
Lemma 14 since U ! .. .f»! is zero in Fp, tlie coefficient of Bp in B\Bp  is zero.
It now follows that XTm Ç Tm+i for all X  G rad (E (5„ , p)) and tliis completes the proof. □
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Let T  denote tlie subspace of E(S'„, p) generated by all ~Bp -  B \  witli A «  Since T  is tlie image 
of rad(E g ,) under the homomorphism pi, T  is an ideal.
Lemma 16 1. Ifn is odd or p 2 then rad(E(5» i p)) Ç Tg fi T  +  T3 .
2. If n is even then rad(E(5'», 2)) C {B^n/2 ,n/2]) +  Tz n  7” 4- T3 .
Proof Consider the spanning set for rad(E (5» , p)) given in Theorem 9. An element 5  A -  5 ,, with 
A «  p is non-zero only if A and p have at least 2 components and so such an element belongs to 
3b n T .
Consider an element B \  where the composition A has a component which occurs p times or more. 
If n is odd or p 2 then A will have at least 3 components and so 5  a G T3 . The composition A can 
have fewer tlian 3 components only if p =  2 and A =  [n/2, »i/2]. The lemma now follows. □
Lemma 17 Ifn is even then
r a d ( E ( 5 » , 2 ) ) ^ C 3 b n T  +  3A
Proof By Lemma 15 and Lemma 16
rad (S (5 „ . 2))" Ç rad{E(S„, 2)){S[„/2,„/2]) +  T3 n  T  +  T,
and so it is sufficient to prove tliat all products X5[„,/2.n/2] he in Tb n  T + TA where X  runs through 
tlie spanning set of rad(E(5'» , p)) given in Theorem 9.
If X  =  5 a  “  5/1 then, as 5[»/2,„/2] G 3b and T  is a two-sided ideal, X5[»/2,»/2] G Tb n T. 
Suppose that X  =  5 a  where A =  [Ai, . . .  , Ar] has a repeated component. Then X5[»/2,n/2] is a 
sum of elements Bp, one for each 2 x r  matrix z in Z(A, [n/2, n/2]). If such a matiix z has 4 or 
more non-zero entiies tlien it contributes a summand Bp G TA to tlie product. If it has 3 non-zero 
entries tlien its two rows will not be equal and it may be paired witli tlie matiix z obtained from z 
by interchanging tlie rows. This pair of matrices contributes a summand B-  ^+  5^ witli j  S which 
lies in Tb n  T . Finally, if z has 2 non-zero entries only it will have one of two possible foims.
each of which contributes a summand 5[„ / 2,„ /2]; since p =  2 tliis contiibution is zero. □
We can now give the nilpotency index of rad(E (5» , p)).
Theorem 11 Ifn >  3 the nilpotency index q/‘rad(E(5ri, p)) is n — 1.
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P ro o f  In the proof of Corollaiy 3.5 of [Atk92] it was proved tliat, if w =  i] -  5[„_ i,i] and 
D(<i, 6) =  H[i“ ,n—a—b,i ]^ tlien
fc= 0  ^  '
In particulai', ^  p 2 g , so that x =  pi{w)  is an element of rad(E(5'„ ,p)) and ^  0. 
Therefore tlie nilpotency index of rad (S (5» , p)) is not less than n — 1 .
To prove tliat the nilpotency index is no more than n -  1 we consider two cases. First, suppose tliat 
either n is odd or p ^  2. Then Lemma 15 and Lemma 16 show that
rad (S (S „ ,? ) ) " - ' Ç rad(S (S „ ,p))’- 2{T2 n 7 - )+ ra d (E (S „ ,p ))’- " T s
Ç 3» n  3  +  3 »4-i
On tlie other hand, if n is even and p —2, Lemma 15 and Lemma 17 show that
ra d (E (S „ ,p ))" - ' =  rad(E (S„,p))"-=rad(E (S„,p))"
Ç rad(E (5„ , n T) +  iad(E (S „, p))"-^Ti
Ç 3» n  3 -l-
However, since 3„+i =  0 and 3» n  3  =  0, the result now follows. □
Remark By direct calculation we see tliat rad(E (5i,p)) =  0 and tliat i’ad(E((5 2 ,p)) =
(so has nilpotency index 2).
4.2 The p-modular descent algebra of the hyperoctahedral groups
In a way similar to tlie descent algebra of tlie symmetiic groups, we can derive properties of the 
multiplicative action of E_g, using its matrix interpretation, and two binary relations. Recall that for 
E g , tlie matiix interpretation for the basis { 5 a | A 1= m <  n} is as follows.
Consider “templates” witli tlie following form
(4.1)
^01 ^02 ZQp
3/11 y  12 • • y i r
^11 ^12 Z i f
y 32 • î h r
Z s l Zs2 ■ Zsr
where
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1. Zoo ~  n — N, where N  is tlie sum of all other entiies in the template,
2. All entries in a template are non-negative integers,
3. The y-lines do not have entries in column 0.
Let ( 4.1) establish generic names for template values.
The reading word of a template is
j^ Zoi, Zq2 , - , Zqp I 2/12 ; t/11 ; Z\o, Z\ I, Z\2 , * * * , Z\ r , . . . , ZsO
with zero entries omitted.
If A =  [Ai, Ag,. . . ,  Ar] is a composition of k < n, and fi =  . . .  , //«] is a composition of
m < n ,  then we define Z{X,fi) to be the set of templates, t,  above, such tliat
1. zoj "T X3i=:i(î/*i "b Zij) =  Xj, for each j  — 1 , . . .  ,r.
2 . Zio -{- ) 1 jya 4” ^ij) — Pit for each i — 1 , . . .  ,s.
Then
B\B^i =  '^^a\npBp
n
where 77 is the reading word of some template in Z(X, //), and axfuj is the number of templates in 
Z(X,/u) whose reading word is 77.
We also say tliat if A t= Ar < ti and p f= I where k < I <  n, tlien X A if A can be obtained from //. 
by deleting components of /i to give some 7/1 and then replacing adjacent components of pi  by tlieir 
sum.
Definition 10 Two templates with r +  1 columns are said to be column equivalent if one can be 
obtained fiom the other by permuting the columns 1 to r, and column-row equivalent if one can be 
obtained from the other by permuting the columns 1 to r, and exchanging pairs of template entries 
i i^j ) Vij)'
Lemma 18 Let Bx,B^ be basis elements ofEB„, and suppose that the composition A has r com­
ponents, and the number of components in it equal to i is denoted by U. Then
1. If the coefficient of Br^  in BxB^ is non-zero, 77 p.
2. The coefficient of B^ in BxB^ is a multiple of 2 t^ i l t 2 \ . . ./»!, and is dependent only on the 
column equivalence class of X.
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5. IfX w p, the coefficient ofB^t in B\B^i is precisely !<g!... /» !
Proof This proof proceeds in an identical manner to the proof of Lemma 14, except tliat we are 
now working with templates instead of matrices.
Let A =  [Ai, Ag,. . .  , Ar] and p =  [p i,P 2 , • • • »P«]. If 5,, occurs in BxB^ witli non-zero multi­
plicity, tlien tliere exists a template whose reading word gives tlie composition q. However, since 
Zio +  +  Zij) — Pi, it follows that q =4 P^
Now consider the template that contributes to the coefficient of B^ in BxB^, It satisfies
r
Pi =  Zio -f ^(s/i.7 +  % )
J=1
Ajî =  zoj 4- ^  Xy^ j 4" ^ij)
i=l
It follows tliat zoj =  0 for all j ,  and tliat amongst the entries ZiQ,yn,zn , . . .  , yir, Zir, tliere will 
be only one non-zero entry equal to pi. The set of templates Q (if any) that satisfy this fall into 
a number of column-row equivalence classes. Each of these has precisely 2**/J ig ! . . . /„ !  members 
since the set of columns 1 , . . .  , r  of a given template in Q witli a common column sum may be 
permuted arbitrarily. In addition, a non-zero entry equal to pi appear ing in column j  may appear* in 
position Zij or yij (note tliat tlie columns are distinct, so tlie /, ! permutations of a set of t{ columns 
give distinct templates). If q is some composition equivalent to A tlien tlie set of matrices analogous 
to Q is related to Q by permuting the columns 1 , . . .  ,r. Tliis proves tlie second part.
When A % p we see tliat Q consists of exactly one column-row equivalence class, since each 
template will have exactly one non-zero entry in each column 1 , . . .  , r, and z,o =  0 for all i. □
Again we can conclude that a natural basis of E (5 „ ,p ) can be denoted by {5^1 A 1= m < j?,}, 
and tliis basis is related in tlie natural way to the basis elements {5A}At=m<n of Eg„. Thus, we 
can deduce that tlie coefficient ïïxfttj of 5^ in tlie product 5 A 5,, is «Am P, where axftrj is the
coefficient of 5,, in the product Bx 5/, in E g ,. We note in particular* tliat tliis implies tliat Lemma 18
holds for BxBft in  E (5 » , p), except tliat all coefficients are now reduced modulo p.
Theorem 12 When p 2 , rad (E (5n ,p)) is spanned by all Bx — B^ with A «  p together with all 
Bx where A has a component of multiplicity p or more. However, whenp =  2, it is spanned by all 
Bx with A 7  ^ [ ].
Proof We can use Theorem 8 in this proof in tlie same way tliat we exploited it to prove Theorem 9.
Let J and K  be subsets of 5. If J  ~  AT, tlien it follows tliat for some x e  5» we have that J x  =  fC. 
Each node set, Ji of J  satisfies JiX — fCj for some node set Kj of K. Since x is a bijection, it
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follows tliat tlie compositions A and p, that coiTespond respectively to J  and K  by ( 2.2), have tlie 
same components; tliat is, A «  //.
Secondly, if p divides [Ng„(VFj) : IFj], then by Corollary 1, and Lemma 18, it follows that in terms 
of recoded basis elements, the composition A, where A corresponds to J ,  must have a component of 
multiplicity p or more if p 2 , and A 7  ^ [ ] if p =  2.
Since tliese aiguments aie reversible we are almost done. To complete the proof, we note tliat for 
p =  2 tlie set {5a 1A 7 :^ [ ]} is in fact sufficient to span rad(S {5„, 2)). □
Let us now describe the set of iiTeducible representations of S (5 „ ,p ) even more explicitly than 
in Chapter 3. Let R  be the matrix of iiTeducible characters of E g , as given in Chapter 3, then 
by Chapter 3 we know tliat a suitable set of columns of R  reduced mod p, Rp, may be taken to 
represent tlie irreducible representations of E (5 „ , p).
By Corollai y 1 we know that a row in Rp will be non-zero if and only if it is indexed by an irreducible 
character x j such tliat p { a j j j .  For each such character, let A be tlie composition of m < n with k 
components tliat coiTesponds to J via ( 2.2), and let U be the multiplicity of i in A. Lemma 18 then 
implies tliat p { 2^ti l/g!.. .<»!, and tlierefore tliat for p 7  ^ 2, A contains no pait of multiplicity p or 
more. Hence, when p 7  ^ 2 , tlie row rank of Rp is Vp, where Vp is tlie number of partitions of in < n 
containing no part of multiplicity p or more. Since tlie row rank and column rank of 5,, ai e equal, 
when p 7^  2 it follows tliat Rp contains at least Vp distinct columns.
Definition 11 A special element (in 5» ) is any Coxeter element ck such that K  Ç S corresponds 
via ( 2 .2 ) to a composition A ofm. < n, where A is a p-regular composition o fm  < n.
We will now show tliat tlie set of columns of Rp, headed by subsets K  ç  S, such that cr is a 
special element, is a full set of iiTeducible representations of E (5 „ , p) for p 7  ^ 2. We shall do this 
by proving tliat for every Coxeter element, c, in 5» , there exists a special element, s, such that 
x(c) =  %(g) mod p for all characters %. Once this is established, then it follows tliat a maximal 
set of distinct columns of Rp is contained in tlie set of columns headed by subsets K  Ç S, such that 
Ck  is a special element. However, tlie number of such columns is equal to tlie number of p-regular 
partitions of m <  n, which by Lemma 13 is equal to Vp. Hence we can deduce that all columns 
headed by a subset K  Ç S, such tliat ck is a special element are distinct, and our result follows for
p 7  ^2 .
Let Ck =  coci be a Coxeter element where co is a product of all s,- G S  such that for all j  and k 
switched by Si, we have tliat j,  Ar G /Co. If ci has order p^e, where p { e, tlien let c' — cocg. where 
cg =  . We observe tliat c', cg g 5» , and moreover, p does not divide tlie order of cg. From
Lemma 40.3 [CR62] we know tliat for any x G  5 „ , we can write x =  zizg where commutes
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with zg, tlie order of z i is not divisible by p, and the order of zg is a power of p. By construction ck  
and c' have tlie same part whose order is not divisible by p, and so by Section 82 [CR62] it follows 
tliat x{cjc) ~  x(c') mod p for all characters %. Finally, we can always conjugate P by an element 
a € Bn, where a  =  ^nd a j £ W x j, to get a special element, s =  cqCs, and we are done.
If p =  2, then we can immediately deduce that the only non-zero row in Rp will be tliat indexed by 
tlie iiTeducible character x j , where J  corresponds to [ ] by ( 2.2).
We can now deduce the following theorem.
Theorem 13 Let R  be the matrix of characters given in Chapter 3, and Rp be this matrix whose 
entries have been reduced modulo p. Then ifp  2, the irreducible representations ofE{Bn, p) may 
be taken as those columns of Rp indexed by subsets of S that correspond to p-regular compositions 
ofm  <  n via ( 2.2). Ifp =  2, then the irreducible representation o /S (5 „ , 2) may be taken as the 
column ofRp indexed by the subset o fS  that corresponds A =  [ ] via ( 2.2).
Using Lemma 18, we can also deteimine the nilpotency index of rad(E (5» ,p)). Taking tlie same 
approach as in the previous section, we shall let Tm be tlie ideal of E (5 » ,p ) spanned by all ~Bx 
where A has m or more components. Hien it follows
E (5 „ ,p ) =  To 2  3 i D . . .  2  3n D T„+i =  0
Let V[i, j)  be tlie subspace of E (5 „ , p) generated by all B \  where A has at least i -f 2j components, 
at least j  of which are greater tlian 1.
Lemma 19 1. Ifp =  2 then rad (E (5 » , 2))T„i Ç Tm+i-
2. Ifp 7  ^ 2 then rad(E(5„ ,p))T„j Ç Tm+ 3  +  U(m , 1).
P roof Let p be a composition with m components, so that Bp £ Tm. Consider tlie product XB,,  
for each of tlie spanning elements of rad(E (5„ , p)) given in Theorem 12. By Lemma 18, we have 
tliat X 5 ,, is a linear combination of basis elements 5^ witli e p but tlie term 5 ,, itself occurs with 
coefficient zero, since X  can only take one of two forms:
1. X  =  B x ~  B p , p .  By Lenuna 18, the coefficients of Bp in both BxB,j and BpBp aie 
equal; tlius, in [Bx — Bp)Bp, tlie coefficient of 5,, is zero.
2. X  =z Bx where A has U components equal to i with at least one L being p or more (unless 
p =  2), and r components. By Lemma 18 since 2 '^ti ! . . . /„ !  is zero in Fp, then irrespective of 
p, tlie coefficient of Bp in BpBp is zero.
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This proves tlie first pai t.
To prove tlie second part, we must do some furtlier analysis.
Consider again X Bp. We have already shown that this is a linear combination of basis elements 5 , ,  
with e =4 q, such tliat Bp occurs with coefficient zero. We shall now show that all such 5g where 
Bs is a contributor to the product X 5,, with exactly m 4 -1  components also has coefficient zero.
We note what sort of template would contribute to the coefficient of B^. Witliout loss of generality 
tliere are two to consider;
Tem plate 1; zqj = 0,2,0 =  0 for all i , j ,  and there is one non zero entiy in each pair of rows 
conti'ibuting to a given pt, except one pair, which hasp,/p =  p«^  mdziijt = qp^  such tliat 77^  ^4-p,;, =
Pi'.
T em p la te  2: zoj =  0 for all j  ^  j' where zoj> =  qv and =  0 for all i 7  ^ i' where =  77;/,
and there is one non-zero entry in every otlier pair of rows contiibuting to a given qi.
For each of tliese types of template we have two cases to consider:
1. X  =  B \ — Bp, X sd p.
2. X  — B \ where A has U components equal to i with at least one U being p or more.
Before we embark on considering each of our four cases, we note tliat each row of a template of 
eitlier type, contains at most one non-zero entry. Hence for botli template types we can use tlie 
following two arguments.
1. X  =  B \ — Bp,X fa p. It follows that the coefficient of Be in B \B p  will be the same as 
the coefficient of some 5<j in BpBp, where the templates tliat yield ^ as a reading word aie 
column equivalent to those tliat yield e. Since each row in a template consists of at most one 
non-zero entry, it follows tliat e =  S, and so the coefficient of Be in {Bx — Bp)Bp is zero.
2. X  =  Bx where A has U components equal to i witli at least one U being p or more. A 
template, T, tliat yields e as a reading word lies in a column equivalence class, Q containing 
i l  1^ 2 !. . .in! templates. Since each row of T  contains at most one non-zero entry, it follows 
tliat the reading word of each template in Q is e, and so in Fp, tlie coefficient of Be in BxBp 
is zero.
Hence we have tliat ra d (S (5 „ , p))T,„ Ç Tm+ 2  •
To finish tliis proof, we must show tliat if tliere exists a non-trivial contributor Be , with m. 4  2 com­
ponents, contiibuting to tlie product X B^, then Be € V{m, 1). This is easily done by considering
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tlie tliree templates that could contribute to the coefficient of Bg, which, without loss of generality,
can be described as follows:
1. Template A: The template resembles Template 1, except tliat tliere aie now two such pairs 
of rows such that yvji =  pj/ and Zi,j, =  p,/ satisfy 77,-/ +  p^  ^ =  p ,^.
2. Template B: The template resembles Template 2, except tliat tliere aie now two non-zero 
entiies zoj and zoy in row 0 , and two non-zero entries z,o =  zqj and z,/o =  zo ji in column 0 .
3. Template C: z,o =  0 for all i, and each pair of rows contributing to a given p,- have one 
non-zero entiy, except two pairs of rows, which can be visualised as follows:
. . .  0 0 0  . . .  0 0 0 . . .
. . .  0 b . . .  0 Zij, 0 . . .
. . .  0 0 0 . . .  0 0 0 . . .
. . .  0 Z{, j 0 . . .  0 Zi^ j, 0 . . .
Wheie Zi j , Zj/j , Zij>, Ziij, ^  0, Ziij — Z;//, Zij -f- Ziji — 77*, Zi>j -j- Zi' ji — p*'.
Since X  can only take one of two forms, let us check tlie six cases tliat arise.
Template A
1. X  =  B \ -- Bp,X fa p. Since there is still at most one non-zero entiy in each row in each 
template contributing towards tlie coefficient of Be in B \B p, the column equivalent templates 
to tliese in the product BpBp also yield e as a reading word, so the coefficient of Be in 
(Bx -  'Bp)Bp is zero.
2. X  — Bx where A has U components equal to i with at least one U being p or more. A
template, T, tliat yields e as a reading word lies in a column equivalence class witliUl/g! • • /»!
members. Since each row contains at most one non-zero entry, each template in the class also 
yields e as a reading word, and so in the coefficient of Be in B a B,, is zero.
Template B
1. X  =  Bx — Bp,X fa p. If zoj =  zoji, tlien it follows tliat a template T , contributing to tlie 
product BxBp and its column equivalent counterpart, T', contributing to the product B/^B,, 
have the same reading word, e, since all rows 1 , . . .  have at most one non-zero entry. Hence 
tlie coefficient of Be in (Ba -  Bp)Bp will be zero. However, if zoj 7  ^ zoj,, tlien tlie respective
reading words, e and 8 , of T  and T' may be distinct, but zq,- -f zo,/ > 3, and so Be, B j e
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2 . X  ~  B \  where A has U components equal to i witli at least one U being p or more. Again 
we have tliat the coefficient of Bg in B \B p  may not be zero if tlie column equivalence class 
of some template witli reading word e contains a template tliat does not yield e. In this case, 
since all but row 0  contains at most one non-zero entiy, it follows tliat we must have zo j ^  zqj , 
and so we have that Bg e V (m, 1).
Template C
1. X  =  B \ — Bp, X fa p. If T  is a template of type C, with reading word e, contributing to tlie 
product B \B p, and V  is its column equivalent counterpart contiibuting to BpBp, then tlieir 
associated basis elements may not cancel if Zij 7  ^ Ziji. However in this case we can achieve 
cancellation if instead we consider T" , where T ” is identical to T' except tliat template entries 
Zik and Zik> that prevent cancellation have been swapped witli yik and yik'. Observing that 
tliis cancellation can always happen, it follows that tlie coefficient of ~Be in (Bx — ^p)'Bp is 
zero.
2 . X  =  Bx where A has ti components equal to i with at least one t{ being p or more. Again 
tlie only problem that may aiise is if z,- j 76 Zij, in a template, T, contiibuting to tlie coefficient 
of B,,. However, if tliere is a template, T ', in tlie column equivalence class of T  that does 
not yield e, we can instead count T'* related to T' as above. Thus, tlie number of templates 
contiibuting to the coefficient of Be will be a multiple of <1 Itg! • • • Li !, and the coefficient of 
Bp ill the product. BxBp will be zero.
This completes the proof of tlie lemma. □
As in the previous section, we let T  denote tlie subspace of rad(S (B „, p)) generated by all Bx — Bp 
witli Xfa p. Again T  is the image of p i(rad(E g„)) and hence an ideal.
Lemma 20 1. Ifp =  2 then rad (S (B „, 2 ))  Ç Ti.
2. Ifp  76 2 then rad(E(B» ,p)) Ç Tg n  T  +  Tg.
PROOF Clearly tlie first part of tlie lemma holds since B[ j ^  rad(E (B „ , 2 ) ) .  For tlie second pait 
consider tlie spanning set for rad(E (B „ , p)) given in Theorem 12. We observe tliat Bx--~Bp with 
X fa p i s  non-zero only if A and p  have at least 2 (distinct) components and that such an element 
belongs toTg A T  by definition.
However, an element Bx where die composition A has a component which occurs p or more times 
will have at least 3 components, and hence belong to T3 . Tlie lemma now follows. □
With diese lemmas, we can now prove die following dieorem.
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Theorem 14 1. Ifp  =  2, the nilpotency index o /racl(E (S„, 2)) is n +  1.
2. Ifp  76 2, the nilpotency index qfrad(E (B » , p)) is [ |]  +  1.
Proof The following simple induction shows tliat in S(B„, 2), B^^ =
Our hypothesis trivially holds true for k =  1. Assuming tliat this hypotliesis is true for a given k, we 
get that
K T  =
= B[i]B[ik]
It follows that every template in Z([l], [1*]) with a non-zero entry zu =  1, * 76 0 can be paired
witli anotlier in Z{[1], [1*]), which is identical except tliat yn =  1, and zn  =  0. All templates
in X([l], [1^]) can be paired in tliis way apait from tlie one in which zoi =  1 , and Zio =  1 for 
i ~  1 , . . .  ,k. Tliis will give us our only summand in tlie product and its reading word is
Hence B^ j^ 76 0 , and so the nilpotency index of rad(E(B » , 2)) is not less than +  1.
To prove it is no more than 7i 4  1, we see tliat from Lemma 19 and Lemma 20
rad(2(B n ,2))"+^C 3% +i 
and since T„+i =0 tlie first part follows.
When p 76 2, consider tlie strings 21 and 12, and tlie product (21 -  12)*, where multiplication is 
given by concatenation of strings. Since concatenation of str ings is non-commutative, it follows that 
(21  — 1 2 )* when multiplied out will be a sum YA=i z^i{k)xi{k), where z;(Ar) =  ± , and z*(Ar) is a 
string containing Ar I ’s and Ar 2’s.
Example 7
(2 1 - 1 2 )^ =  2 1 2 1 2 1 4 2 1 1 2 1 2 4 1 2 2 1 1 2 4 1 2 1 2 2 1  
- 2 1 2 1 1 2  -  2 1 1 2 2 1  -  1221 2 1  -  121212 .
We shall now prove, by induction, tliat
(B[2,i] -  B[1,2])* = z^,(Ar)B[«,.(k)].
i
The base case, Ar =  1, follows by definition. Let us assume Hie hypothesis holds true for Ar > 1 . 
Tlien
( B [ g , i ]  -  B [ i ,g ] ) * + ^  =  ( -S [2 ,l]  - -6 [1 ,2 ])(-B [2 ,1 ] -  B [ i ,2 ])^
-  [^2,1] -  ^ [1,2] Zi{k)B[:a,(k)]
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Note tliat a template Ti that contributes to ^ [ 2,i]5 [a;j(jb)] for some Xi{k) can be put in one-to-one 
correspondence with a template Tg contributing to tlie product B[i g]B{a;;(fe)] by exchanging tlie 
first and second columns. Since most of the templates in Z {[2,1], [zi(^)]) contain rows, each of 
which has at most one non-zero entry, or a pair of equal entries, it follows that their counterpait in 
Z{[1,2], [z,(Ar)]) will give tlie same reading word, and so the summands they contribute will cancel. 
The only occasion when this will not happen is if zqi =  2, zog =  1 in Ti, and zoi =  1, zgg =  2 
in Tg. It follows tliat in tliis case all z*o 76 0, and tliat tlie reading word of 3 i, Tg is of length 
2{k 4  1). Clearly all strings in tlie product (21 — 1 2 )*4 i will appear* in tliis way alone, and appear 
only once as the reading word of a template in the set of all templates contributing to tlie product 
— B[i_2])(B[g,i] — B[i^g])*. We also observe that the coefficients will clearly be as stated. 
Our inductive proof is now done.
Hence (B[g^i] -  J5 [i_g])[t] 76 0, and so the nilpotency index of rad(E (B „ , p)) is no less than [ f  ] 4 1 . 
Again by Lemma 19 and Lemma 20, and observing that Tg A T  Ç 1/(0,1), we have tliat
rad(E(B„,p))t«+‘ C Tj+aaj]) +  T2+3([a]) n T
+ 1^(3 4 ^ ] )  +  +  1)
and since each of the terms on tlie right hand side is equal to zero, tlie theorem is proved. □
Chapter 5
Conclusion and future work
“But ere the shades of evening close” 
R. Wilde, My Life is Like the Summer Rose
So it is that we successfully address tlie question of tlie existence of a matiix interpretation for tlie 
descent algebra of the Coxeter groups of type D, and establish some key properties for tlie descent 
algebras of Coxeter groups over a finite field. In addressing tlie question concerning the descent 
algebra of tlie Coxeter groups of type D, we have been introduced to an approach that illustrates the 
str ong influence the underlying group has on its descent algebra. In addition, we emerge with a result 
that will enable us to study properties of the descent algebra of tlie Coxeter groups of type D in great 
detail. Our framework also indicates that since a common approach can be taken to deducing tlie 
matrix interpretation for tlie symmetric and hyperoctahedral groups, results concerning the descent 
algebra of tlie Coxeter group of type D  should be able to be stated in a way similar to those results 
seen in [GR89], [BB92a], [Ber92].
From this observation we put forward tlie following conjectures.
Definition 12 If G C(n) then we say X fa p if X contains the same components as p  in a 
different order, but X, p do not satisfy either
L X £Cn, p € ffn, all components are even, or
2. X eC'n, p £ Cn, all components are even.
Conjecture 1 Let A, p £ C{n), then rad(Eg„ ) is spanned by all Bx — Bp such that A fa p.
Conjecture 2 Let R be the matrix of characters given in Chapter 3. Then the irreducible repres­
entations ofT,D„ are precisely all the columns of R indexed by those subsets of S, J, where J
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corresponds to some A G C{n), such that A »  p. G C{n) and p is a plain composition ofm. < n, or 
a primed composition in which eveiy component is even.
Proving such conjectures would Üien allow generalisations to be made about all descent algebras 
over an infinite field. This was not realisable earlier, for altliough properties could be computed for 
tlie sporadic descent algebras, and the descent algebras whose underlying groups were one of tlie 
symmetiic, hyperoctahedral, or dihedral groups, the descent algebra of the Coxeter groups of type 
D  remained a mystery.
Our work on the p-modular descent algebras will also allow many generalisations to be made in 
tlie subject, although in this instance it will be generalisations concerning the field over the given 
descent algebra. As it was witli Solomon’s work, [Sol76], it is unlikely tliat research will continue 
to be conducted with the generality seen in Chapter 3. It is more likely tliat specific descent algebra 
families will be studied as seen in Chapter 4 , due to tlie ease of manipulation afforded in these cases 
by tlie existence of a matrix inteipretation of tlie multiplicative formula. However, what Chapter 3 
does give us, in addition to generalising Solomon’s work, is how tlie value of p influences results, 
for example tlie spanning set of tlie radical of S(VF,p) not only contains X j — where J  and 
K  are conjugate subsets in S, but also tliose X j for which p divides [Nw {W j) : W j]. This is an 
observation reinforced in Chapter 4 , when in constructing an explicit description of the radical, in 
each case, we see tliat B \  belongs to the radical if A contains a part of multiplicity p or more.
However this is not all tliat Chapter 4  gives us. As mentioned earlier, furtlier research into p-modular 
descent algebras is likely to initially consist of detailed studies into specific descent algebras. There­
fore, Chapter 4  gives us a starting point from which to go in tlie cases of tlie symmeti ic and hyperoc- 
taliedial groups. In addition, combining the matrix interpretation seen in Chapter 2 witli tlie methods 
seen in Chapter 2, we should also be able to derive a starting point for tlie p-modular descent algebra 
of tlie Coxeter group of type D by proving the following conjectures.
Let tlie basis {Ba|A g C(n)} be a basis of E(D » ,p) related to tlie basis {Ba|A g C(ji)} of E d ,  in 
tlie natural way.
Conjecture 3 Let X,p G C{n). Ifp  76 2 then rad(E(D » ,p)) is spanned by all B \  -  Bp where 
X fa p together with all B \ where A contains a component of multiplicity p or more. Ifp ~  2 and 
n is even then rad(E(D „ , 2 ))  is spanned by all B \  where A 76 [ ]. Ifp  — 2 and n is odd then 
rad(E (D „ , 2 ) ) is spanned by all B \ where A ^  {[ ], [?i], [n]'}.
Conjecture 4 Let R be the matrix of characters given in Chapter 3, and Rp he this matrix whose 
entries have been reduced modulo p. Then ifp  76 2 , the irreducible representations ofT>{Dn, p) are 
precisely those columns ofRp indexed by subsets ofS, J, where J  corresponds to some A G C{n),
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such that X fa p e  C{n), and p is a plain p-regular composition o fm  < n, or a primed p- 
regular composition in which eveiy component is even. Ifp  =  2 and n is even, then the irreducible 
representation q fS (D „ ,2 ) is precisely the column of Rp indexed by J, where J corresponds to 
A =  [ ]. Ifp =  2 and n is odd, then the irreducible representations 2) are precisely the
columns ofRp indexed by J, where J  corresponds to X, where X fa p £  {[ ],
Moreover, since in the case of tlie symmetric and hyperoctahedral groups, Chapter 4 illustrates how 
similar results in the p-modular descent algebras are to analogous results in [GR89], [BB92a] and 
[Ber92], it gives us hope that the metliods used previously may translate to help us witli our new 
investigations, raising the question, can all the metliods developed so far be extended to the finite 
field situation? These similarities also raise another question. If methods used in descent algebras 
over an infinite field can be extended to produce results over a finite field, tlien what is the precise 
relationship between a descent algebra over the rationals, and its “p-modulai” counteipart? The 
following result is already known, [APvW]:
Definition 13 For any algebra, the Cartan invariant, is the non-negative integer expressing the 
multiplicity with which the irreducible (modular) representation yj occurs as a composition factor 
of the principle indecomposable (modular) representation, Si.
The Cartan matrix is then defined as the matrix (ci, ).
Definition 14 For any algebra, fAe decomposition number, d{j, is the multiplicity of the modular 
irreducible representation ÿ j  as a composition factor ofsi, where ë,- is the modular representation 
determined by the irreducible representation e,-.
The decomposition matrix is then defined as the matrix D  =  (di j).
Let us denote tlie Cartan matrix of a descent algebra over tlie rationals by C  and the Cai tan matrix 
of its p-modular counterpart by C. We have the following special case of tlie tlieorem, [APvW], 
which was initially suggested by calculations witliin specific descent algebras using tlie methods of 
Chapters 3 and 4.
Theorem 15 For any descent algebra, C — O'  ^CD.
However, a full understanding of the relationship between a descent algebra over a field of charac­
teristic zero, and characteristic p remains unknown.
All tliese questions raised have yet to be answered, but through tlie work seen here, it will hopefully 
be a simpler task.
Appendix A
The multiplication table of
We present the multiplication table for the descent algebra of D 4 , which was initially generated by 
implementing Solomon’s Theorem in GAP, [Sch94]. This table, with the multiplication tables for tlie 
descent algebras of D 5 and Dq, provided extensive examples from which the matrix inteipretation 
for tlie descent algebra of D» was originally conjectured.
However, we shall first give some worked examples in descent algebra of D4 , to illustrate tlie mati ix 
inteipretation seen in Chapter 2.
Example 8  Each example, B \B p, shall consist of Z {\, p), and tlie resulting summands it generates 
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3.
0 0 0 
2 2 
VO 0 oy
/ 0 0 0 
2 0 
0 0 2
0 0 0 
0 2 
VO 2 oy
/ 0 0 0 
0 0 
VO 2 2y
0 0 0 
1 1 
VO 1 ly
B[2,2yB[4y =  4 B [2 ,2 ] ' +  5 [ i ,3 ]  +  1,1,1]
^0 2^
VO ly
B [4]B [2] =  2B [2 ,2] 4  -0(2,1,1]
^0 2^ ^0 2
2 0
lo  V lo  2
5. B[2]B[2].
6 .
2 o \  / 2  0
2
0 /
/o  n \  /
0
VO 2y




\2  0 /
( \  i \  
0
VI ly
■B[2]^ [2] — 2B[2] 4  B[i 1] 4  B[2,2] +  B[2,2]' +  2B[i,i^i_i]
2 0 o \  /2  0 o \
1 1 









2 0 0 
0 1 
VO 1 oy
1 0 1 
1 0 
1 0 oy
^ / i  1 o \  / l i \  f I  0 i \
^ 2  0 0^
0 0 V 1 V  
1





B[ i ,i]B{2] =  4  2B[i,i_2] 4
Remark Note, in pai ticular, that tliese examples illustrate tlie various conditions given in Theorem 6 . 
Examples 1 and 2 illustrate conditions 1 and 2 respectively, and moreover tlie influence of B{t) =  
0; 3 illustrates condition 3; and 4, 5 and 6  illustrate condition 4, More specifically, examples 4, 5 
and 6  illustrate respectively conditions 4a, 4b when 771 > 2 , and 4b when 771 =  1 .
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Tfl (O o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
CN 05 ® M 5  2  2  2  2 CO T|-l TflÇSI t}< Tÿ tJh
oo ^  ^ OO OO OO OO OO <50 OO
CN CN <Z4 O O Tf<T<I <T^
Tf «0 OO <50 0 0  0 0  <50 <50 OO
CM 0 5  ^  <M (M < r 4 < r 4 0 i o o T f < T f < T f < T T <<— I t—< 1 — I C M C M ’' ^ " ^ " ^ " ' ^
i ^ ^ o o i ^ i ^ o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
C M < r < i ( r c i C 5 < = 5 T ) < T f T f T f <CM
’cf xt< xf<rj< '!t< Tÿ t:J<
<50
Tf Tf Tfl -Tf
oCM
o  o  o  oCM CM CM CMOO r f  rt< T f  OO
Appendix B
The p-modular descent algebra of the 
dihedral groups
III tills section we shall give results calculated for the p-modular descent algebra of tlie dihedral 
groups. These indicate how an understanding of the ineducible modules for a p-modular descent
algebra, as given in Chapter 3, can be used, in small cases, to obtain the principal indecomposable
modules.
When W  is tlie dihedral group l 2n, we may take as our distinct generators a, b which are subject to 
tiie relations
=  (6a)” =  1.
With tills definition, [BBHT92] showed Üiat the basis elements could be given by
1 =  1
=  1 -f- a T  6a -t~ aba,. . .  B
A"a — 1 6 T  db -f- 6a6 A.
=  ^ 2  O'
where A =  6(a6) ^ , B =  a(6a) ^  for n even, and A — (ab) ^ , B =  (6a) ^  for n odd.
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In addition, they computed the multiplication table of explicitly:
1 At Aa A0
1 1 At Aa A0
At At 2%6 + nA0
Aa Aa |A 0 nA0
A0 A0 nAÿ nA0 2 nA0
when n is even, and
1 At Aa A0
1 1 At Aa A0
A , Ao Xi, +  üflA'8 Xa +  ’^ X , nA0
Aa Aa Xb + Xa H- ^ f^^Xÿ nA0
A0 A0 nA0 7iA0 2 nA0
when n  is odd.
They also verified that for n  even, is semisimple, and a set of minimal idempotents is
ei =  +
et =
6a =  -  2'^®)
60 2n A.0
For n  odd tliey showed that the idempotents could be given by
ei 1 - 2 ^ 6
60 2n A^0
and rad (S /3„) — At —
We shall now extend tliis work by stating analogous results calculated for tlie descent algebra of tlie 
diliedral groups over a field of characteristic p. We shall take p to be a proper divisor of 2n  since this 
will generate a change in structure. Hie basis we shall use for S ( /2„, p) is the set of all % where 
A  =  Pi {A) and A  is an element of tlie basis given earlier for S /2„ .
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B.l E(/2n,p)»p^2
B.1.1 n  even 
Multiplication table
Radical
Spanned by A^ 0 .
Î Â b Ag A^ 0
1 1 A b Ag A 0
Â b Â b 2 Â b  +  (p -  1)Â 0 0 0
Âg Â a 0 2 ^ Â  a  +  (p — 1)A’0 0
A^ 0 Â 0 0 0 0
Minimal idempotents






The ineducible modules witli tlieir action are:
A t Aa
l i  =  i \ j  =z j  Ik =  k 
Abi =  i Abj =  0 Abk =  0  
A J  =  0 A aj =  j  Aak =  0
A^i =  0 A ^j — 0 A^k =  0 
The principal indecomposable modules aie structured as follows:
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I '  I '  I
(These diagrams show the submodules and composition factors in tlie usual way.)
B.1.2 n odd 
Multiplication table
Radical
Spanned by , Ag.
Minimal idempotents
These aie given by;
î Ab Aa Ag
T T Â b Â a Ag
Â b Âb Âb  +  ^ -^ A ÿ Ag +  ^Y^Ag 0
Â a Â a Âb  + Ag 4- ^-ÿ^Ag 0
A$ Â 0 0 0 0
Cl — 1 +  (p — I)Ab +  —X<i
•— o *“  X —66 =  Ab  Ag
Modular structure
The ineducible modules witli their action aie;
Âb î
l i  =  i I j =  j  
Âbi -  i Â bj =  0 
A  ai =  i A aj =  0 
A^i =  0 A^j =  Q
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The principal indecomposable modules are structured as follows:
^  Î
Î
B.2 E ( / 2 n , 2 )




Î Ab Ag Ag
1 1 Ab Ag Ag
Â b Â6 Ag 0 0
Â a Â a 0 Ag 0
Ag Â 0 0 0 0
T A b Ag Ag
1 1 Ab Ag Ag
Â b Âb 0 Âg 0
Â a Â a Ag 0 0
Ag Â g 0 0 0
There two cases are not isomorphic, since tlie former contains a nilpotent element of order three, say 
Ab, whereas tlie latter does not.
Radical
In both cases the radical is spanned by Ag, Aa, and Ag. 
Minimal idempotents
Due to tlie radical tlie only idempotent in eitiier case is Î.
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Modular structure
The ineducible module with its action in each case is:
T
l i  =  i 
Xbi =  0 
Agi =  0
Agi =  0
The principal indecomposable module in each case has die structure:





T A6 Ag Ag
T Î Â 6 Â g Ag
Â 6 Â6 Â6 Â g 0
Â g Â g Â6 Â g 0
Ag Â g 0 0 0
Î A t Ag Ag
1 1 A t Ag Ag
Â6 Â6 A t +  Ag Â g 4- Âg 0
Â g Âg A t 4" A g A g 4" Ag 0
Ag Âg 0 0 0
If we change the basis in die latter case to {1, A ^+A g, A g+A g, Ag}, dien die multiplication tables 
for each case are isomoiphic, and so by linearity it follows that diese two cases are isomorphic.
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Radical
In both cases the radical is spanned by A t +  Ag , Ag
Minimal idempotents
For even these are given by:
ei =  14- A t 
6t — A  t
and due to the isomorphic nature of tliese two cases it follows tliat for odd tliese aie given by:
Cl =  1 4- A t 4- Ag 
et — A t 4” A g
M odular structure
The irreducible modules witli tlieir action are:
A t T
l i  =  i I j  =  j  
A b i = i  A bj =  0 
Agi =  i Agj =  0
Agi =  0 Agj =  0 
Tlie principal indecomposable modules have tlie structure:
%
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